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Reagan enjoys wide lead in poll Hunt defends • campatgn 
By TED BILICH . 

Pollllcs Edllor 

President Ronald Reagan bas qverwhelming 
support for his reelection among ~e studenlll of 
Wake. Forest, a recent political straW poll 
showed. 

The poll, conducted by the Old Gold and Black 
on Monda~, gave Reagan the lead over his 
opponent, Democratic .. candidate Walter F .. 
Mondale, by a striking 01 percent. Of the 
respondents, Tl percent chose Reagan as _their _ 
candidate; 10 percent chose Mondale. 

A substantial majority of fespondents also 
supported the Republican party's economic 
program over the Democrats'. By a 6-1 margin, 
students believe that the Republican party is 
better able to promote economic well-being. 

Most students also plan to vote this year .. 
Although many respondents were concerned 
about registration deadlines and absentee · 
balloting, almost 90 percent said they were going 
to vote in the November elections. 

The poll was administered Monday by the 
OG&B politics staff .. Pollsters, using random 
sampling methods, contacted 100 respondents 
between the hours of 3:30 and 5:30 p.m. 
RespondentS were asked four questions,· one of 
which was a campus-oriented question, the · 
results of which may be incorporated in an 
upcoming story. 

Tbe OG&B plans to run the straw poll each 
week until the elections. The OG&B maintains 
the straw poll's accuracy to 10 percentage 
points. 

However, the poll stands only as a barometer 
of student opinion, not as a scientific study. A 
summary of this week's totals .appears below
this story. 

RESULTS 
Data from 100 respondents, polled on October 

1, 1984: 

1. Do you plan to vote in the November elections? 
Yes 88 
No 11 
Unsure 1 

2. · If the . presidential election were held 
tomorrow, who would you vote for? 

Ronald Reagan Tl 
Walter Mondale 10 
Neither 6 
Other 5 
Undecided 2 

3. Which major party--Republican or 
Democratic--can more effectively promote 
economic well-being? 

Republican 77 
Democratic 13 
Neither· 3 
Undecided 7 

Students seek 
new deductible 

By JEANNIE SINCLAI~ ·.. . . . 
.Stall Writer · · ,. 

. . . . ~ - . - -
····:';~ ..... _. __ ........ _ .. : ... ·~.-:··-~----~:1r ... .J::.--·~ ·:·,.._ .. ,., ....... ·k' ··,.-:·:--: -~ .... 

Four Wake Forest studeillll teStified at a· pullic ~g · 
Tuesday in favor of a proposal to allow student to apply the 
health fee paid at college toward the deductible on a private 
insurance policy. · 

The hearing held at Wake Forest was the fifth of a series 
held to discuss the proposal, which was put fortl1 by Dr. 
William McRae, Director of Student Health Services at the 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro. . , 

ByRON HART 
Slafl Writer 

Governor James B. Hunt, Jr. 
Wednesday called North Carolina "a 
state of tolerance and respect" and 
charged that his opponent for the 
Senate, Jesse Helms and his supporters 
were trying "to pursue their narrow 
right-wing agenda and to force it on all 
of us." 

In a partisan rally in Brendle Recital 
Hall, Hunt exposed what he called "a 
new dimension to politics in this 
state ... a curious and mysterious 
alliance of right-wing elements, 
consisting of five parts and operating as 
the most sophisticated organization of 
its kind in this land." 

'l'hose five parts cited where Helms' 
political organization, tax-exempt 
foundations that allow for junkets, 
right-wing money groups outside North 
Carolina, "radical right-wing 
propagandists," and the new religious 
right. 

"I think that those people are flat 
wrong and I'm ·going to fight that 
alliance," Hunt proclaimed. 

Against a backdrop of a large 
American flag, the (J{Jvernor stressed 
Uie theme of progress of ideas in North 

McRae said, "There is no question that students and their st•." pMto by sam Greenwood 

parenlll can be saved significant amounts of money if thiV The S.O.P.H./Deke Rub-a-dub-athon on the quad last weekend was the start of the Brian Piccolo Cancer 
proposal is adopted." Fund Drive. 

Dr. John D. Stone, Deputy N.C. Insurance Commissioner, r-----------------.. ..... !!!!!!!!!!!1!"""""!!!!!!!--~------'!!!==--...., 
will direct official hearings at four other public and private I Scott encourages new vt· ew 'I universities and college campuses in the state. 

The success or failure of the proposal depends upon the 
support shown at the hearings. So far all reactions have been 
positive, as they were at Tuesday's hearing. 

"It would be good if some parents and studenlll would write 
letters .of support to the Commissioner's office," dlrector of 
University Student Health Services, Dr. Mary Ann Taylor 
said, 

H the hearings show widespread support for the proposal 
N.C. Insurance Commissioner John Irving could invite 
insurance companies to a rule-making hearing, and allow 
them to speak about it. After the hearing insurance companies 
could be J:equired to allow the student heallf! fee to count 
. toward a deductible on a private insurance policy. 

If approved, the plan will probablY -go liitO effect within a 
:year unless it is slowed down in the legislature. 

Full-time Wake Forest studenlll pay a $70 health fee, for 
which they are entitled to use the school health sevices for 
most problems, but if off-campus medical help is needed the 
fee is not applied against the deductible of the students 
private insurance policy at this time. The deductible amount 
ranges from $100 to $300. , 

By STEPHEN WALKER 
Staff Writer 

For most Wake Forest students, information 
about South Africa is probably limited to either a 
few newsclips about a bombing or a DeBeer's 
diamond commerical. William R. Scott, an 
associate professor at Oberling College, spoke on 
campus Tuesday night to change that view and to 
spark concern over the "gruesome situation 
involving human righlll" in that country. 

Calling the racist, apartheid government of South 
Africa "an issue as important as Nicaragua, the 
Soviet Union and the Middle East," Scott began by 
criticizing the United States "ho-hum" attitude 
toward South Africa. "Where is our consistency'? 
One doesn't have to look as hard to find information 
on the plight of workers in Poland, but the picture 
changes when we talk of race and color." 

Upon gaining independence in 1948, the white 
South Mrican minority established a constitutional 
separation of whites, blacks, Asians and coloureds 
<mixed parentage) known as Grand Apartheid or 
Grand Separation. Under this system the white 
population (10 percent> restricted all voting and 
political rights to themselves while also denying the 
black majority <approximately 85 percent) even 
limited inclusion into the economic fruits of their 
diamond and gold rich land . 

Since then the oppressive government has 
rebuffed all pleas for equal rights and has more 
firmly entrenched their system. 

One policy know as "seperate development", is 
what Scott called a "diabolical system stripping all 
black South Africans of their . citizenship." 
'Separate development' is a policy which shoves the 

Continued on page 2. 

Carolina, which he claimed w,as 
motivated by tolerance for differing 
opinions. He made reference to Wake 
Forest President William Poteat, who 
was instrumental in convincing the 
North Carolina legislature not to forbid 
the teaching of evolution. 

"This university has shaped so much 
of North Carolina's tradition--our 
progressive tradition. There is no other 
university in this state that has a 
greater regard or that protects more 
zealously academic freedom than Wakt 
Forest University," he said. 

Hunt characterized his opponent as 
out of step with the thoughts of North 
Carolina, while he stands for progress. 
"I've been trying very hard in this 
campaign to talk about that kind of 
progress ... but you have watched 
television over the past many months 
and you know as I know how limited 
we've been in getting that message 
through," he said. 
.. Hunt was referring to Helms' 
campaign commercials which he said 
were "pounding into people's minds a 
series of distortions and outright 
falsehoods." In particular he said that 
the most recent commercial of him to 
raise taxes was actually a vote to 
reduce the deficit. 

Responding to a question after the 
speech, Hunt defended his negative· 
commercials against Helms. Helms 
started the mudslinging, he said, 
thereby justifying his commercial 
linking Helms to death squads in El 
Salvador. "I can understand peoples' 
questions. But it happened to be the 
truth." 

Hunt then turned to the larger issue of 
negative campaigning in general. "You 
find that you're in a contest in which 
you can't.set the rules altogether. It's 
tough. You're dealing with people who 
make it their stock and trade. 

"It's our tum now.lf we don't believe 
and don't care, nothing can save the 
nation. If we believe and care, nothing 
can stop us,'' Hunt said. 

Changes continue 
administration • tn 

By JEANNIE SINCLAIR 
Stall Writer 

There have been a lot of changes tn 
administration, offices and planning 
processes at Wake Forst this year. 

One major change in the essential 
organizational structure of the 
university was the edition last year of 
John Anderson in the new position of 
vice president for administration and 
planning. 

Areas assigned to Anderson include 
computer planning, Graylyn and 
student affairs. 

Another change in the organizational 
structure: the Dean of the Graduate 
School now reports to both the vice 
president, the dean at Bowman Gray 
and Provost Ed Wilson. Anderson said 
this is to "emphasize the unity of the 
Reynolda and Hawthorne campuses." 

Three new committees have been 
proposed to assist in the planning 
processes at Wake Forest. One is the 
Capitol Planning Committee, for 
campus projects of over $50,000 and 
land use plans. This committee has 
already been formed and consists of: 
Anderson, John Williard, Carlos 
Hqlder, Bob Mills, Lou Leake, Ken 
Zick, Pete Moore and Charles Allen. 

A new program ~Janning committee, 
not yet formed, will consider overall 
program planning questions; 
especially those that . "fall through 
existing areas," Anderson said. 

Third, a mission and purpose 

committee will study and make a new 
recommendations about the mission 
~m~ p•~~.th~i»Versity: 

The already existing. Academic 
Council will be the first group to which 
integrated program plans go and the 
next group will be the Executive 
Planning Committee and President 
Thomas K. Hearn,Jr. 

A number of changes have occurred 
concerning office space. The mail room 
bas been moved from the basement of 
Reynolda Hall to a new metal building, 
near the physical plant, to make room 
for the new computer center which will 
include sales, service and training 
programs. 

The print shop has also been moved to 
make room for expansion of the 
admissions office and quite a few other 
changes have been made or will bi.• 
made soon. 

Carlos Holder, controller and 
assi$tant treasurer, estimates the costs 
of the changes to be between $175,000 
and $200,000. 

Anderson said everyone seems to be 
happy with the changes and things have 
worked out quite well. Even the Xerox 
machines have changed. 

Amos Cottage in Graylyn may be 
used to house continuing education 
classes when it is vacated at the end of 
this year. A nearby building Anderson 
called "the slate building'' may be used 
as office space for those with offices 
now in the Graylyn House, so that space 
can be used for the conference center. 

Campus alcohol awareness efforts continue 
''Ideal Party" planned New law to change social life 

By CRISTINE VARHOLY 
News Editor 

Two major events will mark the 
College Union Alcohol Task J.i'orce's 
participation in National Collegiate 
Alcohol Awareness <NCAAl Week next 
week. 

NCAA Week is a project in colleges 
and universities across the country to 
raise awareness and attention to the 
use and abuse of alcohol among 
students. The week has been designated 
by NASPA, the National Association of 
Student Personnel Administrators, who 
challenged schools to formulate novel 
and creative forms of. educational 
programming about alochol. 

Wednesday night, the Alcohol Tw 
Force will present "The Ideal Party" in 
Davis and Taylor lounges and the 
connecting parking lot. "The purpose of 
this party is to help students be aware 
ot' how to have a great social event 
without ~lcohol being the focus," 
director of the College Union Mike Ford 
said. 

Alcohol will be served at the party 
and kegs have been donated by the 
three local beer distributors. However, 
many alternative beverages will be 
provided. These will include 
"mocktails "-non-alcoholic cocktails 
which taste like the real thing. 

Party snacks which are healthful, 
inexpensive and easy to make will also 
be provided by contributions from ARA 
food service and local supermarkets. 
Recipes for the food and drinks will be 
available to students.· 

Ford views the party as an especially 
significant event in view of the 
anticipated change in the North 
Carolina drinking age. "The nature of 
college social life will change 
dramatically. Eighty-five percent of 
the student body will not be of age. 
Social events will need to be of a 
different nature and this event is 
designed to be a model party." 

On Thursday, a series of reaction and 
judgement exercises will be presented. 
Students will be invited to participate in 

College Union director Mike Ford 

the exercises which will illustrate the 
effects of alcohol on perception and 
physical response. 

The Drinking and Driving test, which 
had been scheduled for Thursday, has 
been indefinitely postponed. The 
demonstration may be rescheduled in 
the future in conjunction with the 
Winston-Salem Police Department. 

Also on Thursday from 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m., the Reading Room (125) in 
Reynolda Hall will serve as an Alcohol 
Information and Resource Center. 

ByRON HART 
SlalrWrUer 

The potential effect on fraternities and societies, and on 
social life in general, of raising the drinking age to 21 is being 
considered by many members of the Wake Forest community. 
The administration recently appointed the Age 21 Drinking 
Law Committee in order to "formulate a policy for Wake 
Forest advantageous for the students," Brent Wood, chairman 
of the committee and Student (J{Jvernment President, said. 

College Union director Mike Ford, who is one the Alcohol 
Awareness Task Force, said the change "will radically affect 
the social life. Parties will have to be centered around some 
other activity." 

Ford anticipates that the change of focus will be 
accomplished. "With 90 percent of the students under 21, it will 
be a little bit easier to have no alcohol," he said. 

In order to help fraternities and societies develop 
alternatives, the Task Force is sponsoring a party Wednesday 
night in Davis and Taylor lounges and the parking lot in 
between the lounges. Beer will be served, but other 
ingredients of a party that are non-alcoholic will be present, 
such as food, entertainment and non-alcoholic drink mixes. 

Substance Abuse Coordinator Alan Cameron said, "this is 
designed to help grease the skids for the age hike, to let people 
know you can have a party without alcohol. Hopefully this will 
give fraternities and societies ideas about what to do when the 

age goes up. We will be distributing material which we hope 
will be helpful." 

FratE'.rnities are preparing to accept the age hike by 
examining proposals for non-alcoholic parties. Kappa Alpha 
social chairman J.D. Lineberger said, "KA is going to have to 
orient activities toward a non-alcoholic focus, such as 
cookouts. We're just gonna have to learn how to do without it." 

Lineberger was not overly worried about a loss of vitality in 
social life because of the law. "I don't think it will have a 
terribly drastic effect on social life. Less people will attend 
parties, but the ones that are left will be those who are 
sincerely interested in the fraternity and what it stands for 
and not those who just want to drink our beer." 

Kappa Sigma social chairman Rick Tobar, however, sees 
the matter differently. "I don't think anyone would like non
alcoholic parties. Just as many freshmen go to the Deke house 
for parties, everyone will probably go off campus," he said. 

Women's Residence Council president Kim Himan believes 
that "it will be hard at first, but people will adjust. We can 
have parties with a non-alcoholic emphasis, such as band 
parties, or other things. Many universities in states where Qle 
age is already 21 have good ideas which we are studying." 

The effect on local college bars will be greater than on 
fraternities and societies. "College bars will either have to 
undergo a change in format or go under," Randy Triplett, 
assistant manager of the Saf Room, said. 
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Pledge convocation 

By AMY KITCHIN 
Sial! Writer 

A new tradition is being started here 
at Wake Forest-Pledge Convocation. 
The first convocation took place last 
spring and this fall pledges attended a 
similar one on Sept. 25. 

Pledge Convocation takes place on 
the Tuesday following Pledge Night. 
Just as Pledge Night is a time for the 
individual fraternities and societies to 
welcome their new members, Pledge 
Convocation is the university's way of 
officially welcoming pledges. 

An estimated 230 pledges from the 12 
fraternities, seven societies, and 
A.P.O., the service fraternity, attended 
the convocation. The pledges were 
addressed by College Union director 
Mike Ford, President Thomas K. 
Hearn, Jr. and Provost Ed Wilson 
concerning the importance of keeping 

... ;tleMic Hf" ;r 

versp.c,:':, e, ::.~ v. eJ! as the need for 
unity and brotherhood among all the 
fraternities. 

The topic of responsible drinking was 
also addressed. Plans for bringing in 
special speakers for future 
convocations are being made. It is 
hoped that this tradition will grow in 
importance and become a meaningful 
part of rush. 

Memorial seroice 
held for 

Ubby Garter 
By DEBORAH HOPE 

Stall Writer 

A memorial service was held for 
Libby Garten, a 1982 Wake Forest 
graduate, last Thursday in the Ring 
Theatre. Garten died in New .York City 
on Sept. 19. A private service wa$ held 
in Raleigh Sept. 24, attended primarily 
by family. 

The Wake Forest service was held in 
the Ring Theatre at the suggestion of 

... ,ilJ,l1tl}ICt\)r ,9! ,ffiY~i\1\,,.~~oms~ and 
assistant . profeslj()L. oLr:n.!JSic; .. ,P,.lltvid 
Levy. They 'were' 'irtvolved ifl·'the 
production several years ago of Gilbert 
and Sullivan's "Pinafore," with 
Garten. 

Chaplain Ed Christman, also a 
member of the show's cast, explained, 
"The Ring (Theatre) symbolizes her 
climactic experience here. We would go 
into the Ring right after a particular 
show." 

The service was informal with 
Scripture readings and prayer led by 
Christman, a selection of Garten's 
music and a special time for friends to 
express personal feelings. 

P-----------------------------------------------, 

Wilson adds diver$ity to faculty 
-~~\..··\ '] 

'" .... ,, Jl .... 

By DEBORAH HOPE 
Slafl Wrllec 

Provost Edwin Wilson's years at Wake Forest as an 
undergraduate, an English professor and, for the last 16 
years, Provost, give him a unique view on the changes at 
Wake Forest. 

"There's been so much evidence that Wake Forest's 
stature has increased, whether you look at the 
achievements of the faculty, or the splendid library we 
have, or the success of alumni. The image of Wake Forest 
as offering a fine education is very clear snd very 
impressive," Wilson said. 

Provost Wilson is in charge of academic affairs for the 
Reynolda campus. His responsibility is "to supervise the 
programs and activities in ( both the undergraduate and 
graduate) schools," Wilson said. 

Wilson-also thinks "it's very important that a student at 
Wake find challenge and excitement in life outside of the 
classroom." He is "interested in the co-curriculum on 
campus": the theatre, art exhibits, publications,athletics, 
etc. Wilson thinks all of these play a part. "The educational 
experience dosen 't exist in a vacuum. There is a link. At the 
heart of everything has to be the experience of the 
student." 

Wilson wants Wake Forest to be a "superior university. 
This means trying to develop programs of quality and 
trying to employ a faculty of quality, then trying to find 
stUdents of quality to use a good library and facilities, 

Speeches and travelling are a part of the Provost's job, 
, both on campus and to alumni groups. Wilson is active in 
Winston ..salem, "particularly in the area of the arts." He 
has worked both with the Arts Council in Winston-Salem, 
and with art groups. 

• 
Ed Wilson has been a student, English professor and 

Provost at Wake Forest. Thes~ diverse positions !JiVe /Jim a 
unique view of Wake Forest. 

Overcrowding continues to be a problem in the Babcock Building as the math department, the graduate School of Busines and 
the undergraduate School of Business and Accountancy vie for the available space. 

Overcrowding. is a problem at Babcock 
IJy LAURA GRESHAM , · · · · " , " Nevertheless, de~n of the undergraduate School of Btisiriess . 

, .S!a1rw.,uer ·.· '""·····;. : •.. , :·:ana Accountancy, thiimas··e: 'I'ayl6r; rii<:Ogrilzes that:at this , .. 
· ' · poin(thereris total utilization of Babcock with practically no 

Overcrowding is beginning to cause some uncomfortable room for growth. One faculty member has had to move out of 
situations around the Wake Forest campus. Chairman of the the building and another is using a storage room. 
math department, Marcellus Waddill, sees the overcrowding 

· of the Babcock building in particular as "one of the most 
severe problems we have." 

At the root of the problem i~ the fact that the graduate 
School of Business, undergraduate School of Business and 
Accountancy and math department are all supposed to use the 
same facility. Furthermore, enrollment in Babcock has 
greatly increased in recent years; 179 students were enrolled 
in 1979, but by 1983, the number had jumped to 272. 

Some classes meeting in Wingate Hall about two years ago. 
Approximately half of the undergraduate business and 
accountancy classes are in Wingate; the math department 
holds 60 percent of its classes there. 

In addition to the immesiate dilemma, there is a need for 
more computer rooms. Also, a new position will bE filled next 
year, which will further strain the available space for faculty. 

Taylor thinks that "a new classroom building is needed" to 
benefits all of Wake Forest. Waddill also advocates 
construction of a. new building. 

In the midst of such some are wondering why 'Wak:e Forest 
is building a new dormitory and taking in more students. 
Waddill admits to seeing the difficulties that such an increase 
in students without an increase in accomodations could create, 
He, along with other faculty members, are hopeful a solution 
will be found soon. · 

Price delivers Robinson lecture The Student Literary Magazine 

By CATHERINE MALONE 
Stall Writer 

A Wake Forest tradition continued in 
the Samuel Robinson Lectures with this 
year's discourse entitled "From 
Disclosure to Meaning: Relfections on 
Revelation, Faith and Theology." 

In a series of three lectures Monday 
and Tuesday, Theron D. Price, the 11th 
speaker to lead the Robinson Lectures, 
focused on the meaning of revelation 
and its role in various relationships. 
Price attempted to "interpret the 
relationship of revelation and reason, of 
revelation and faith and of revelation 
and the moral pilgrimage. I do the 
latter," he said, "under the two images 
of the coming of light into the human 
perception and of the doing of love 

through the moral conscience." 
Price, who is currently on faculty at 

the Southeastern Baptist Theological 
Seminary this fall, is a prominent 
Southern Baptist thinker and leader. 

The Samuel Robinson Lectures are 
presented every other year by the 
department of religion. An Irish 
immigrant to this country in the late 
nineteenth century, Samuel Robinson 
worked his way up to become the 
president of a chain of grocery stores 
called the American Stores. 

Robinson died in 1958, leaving his 
entire estate to educational and 
charitable institutions, The department 
of religion a small portion of his trust 
"to promote Christian principles as set 
forth in the Bible." 

Scott encourages new view 
Continued from page 1 

blacks into tiny homelands which are 
arid, rocky and impossible to make 
economically succesful, On the other 
hand, whites have staked cliam to the 
best, most arable land, which accounts 
for fr1 percent of the nation's total real 
~tate. 

The white Afrikaners thus maintain 
all economic superiority and eventually 
will declare the black homelands to be 
separate countries. The logic follows 
that since South Africa will no longer 
have any blacks, it can no longer be 
considered racist. 

Smith became interested in South 
Africa over 25 years ago and since has 
visited the country four times. As an 
educator, he works through a program 
which annually brings nearly 100 black 
South African students to the U.S. for 
university training. Through this effort, 
he hopes that the future leaders of a 
new and more equality-oriented nation 

will emerge. 
Until then, he is impelled to spread 

the word to an American public which 
he describes as being "deceived." 
Smith contends that the cordiality of 
the Afrikaans and their orchestrated 
attempts to gloss over the situation has 
fooled the Reagan administration. He 
believes that renovations of small areas 
of the homelands by providing 
plumbing and electricity for the first 
time have made the Reagan 
administration believe that true 
progress is occurring. However, Smith 
says that this is not so. 

"There is two worlds there-white and 
black. One is first world; one is third 
world." Smith believes that, as a people 
who once were stifled under a similar 
racist attitude, Americans should 
oppose the South African government 
through means of divestment by U.S. 
businesses. 

is now accepting black & white photographs for publication in the fiJI/ 
issue. Please submit your works by October 12 to The St~adeat 
Reynolda 2-2·1. For more Information call 724-5550, or 761-5291. 

SERVING PIZZA 
LASAGNA, SPAGHETTI 
AND SANDWICHES 

Monday Night Special 

Lasagna 
w o salad bar for Only with salad bar 

Tuesday Night Special 

$225 "All You Can Eat $325 
Spaghetti" w osalad bar 

OPEN: 
SUN.-THURS. 

11-11 
FRI. & SAT 

11-12 

with salad bar 

Lunch Spetials Daily 
5900 University Parkway 

(At Intersection of Hwy 52 N.) 
Phone 377-2208 

Rainey adds insight to job 
interviews 'in recent lecture. 

By SUSAN BRAMLETT 
Slatt Wrllet-

Margaret Rainey, a '72 graduate of 
Wlike .Forest, kicked off the Career. ', 
Lecture Series with· a lecture on 
bankiiig. Rainey is a recruiter for North 
Carolina National Bank, . one of tlie 
largest banks in the Country. 

The p~ of the lecture was to 
·acquaint students interested in a 
banking career with the many different 
aspects of banking. Rainey gave 
students pointers on what to ask for and · 
what not to ask for in a job interview. . . 

Before discussing· today's way of 
recruiting, Rainey gave a shorf . 
background story of how lianks 
previously hired students. 

She explained that in the '60's banks 
would interview any student interested 
in banking; If they were "good kids 
from a nice family," they were hired 
and put in a generic program which 

·covered all aspects of banking hi'a·two
year training program. 

When the ru-St two years were uP, Qle 
intern would be asked what he wanted 
to do in the bank. Today, the banks. no 

longer have such training programs. 
Another factor Rainey brought up 

·was where one wanted to work. Large 
banks like Wachovia, ,NCNB and First 
Union are regional banks which are in a 1 

growth battle and do not have ~e 
resources tO take two years to tram 
students. 

Small banks like the Bank of 
Lexington and the Bank of Stanley will 
not move their employees around from 
place to place, but they must struggJe to 
avoid being bought out by the larger 
banks. . 

Students interesfed in banking also 
need to consider if they wanta line or 
staff job. This is applicable in .aU types 
of businesses, not just banking. Line ~ob 
employees sell the services, manage 
the customers and make money for the 

. company. Staff job employees deal with 
activities not directly related to the 
customers but tbey support the . . 
function of the line. 
· Rainey also gave some different 

)' tareas Within the bank that students 
could go into, such as credits, 
'tunds · development, staff 
·;l'~riliting, orperations, marketing, 
'i>.Ricommunications, personnel and 
administration. 

Be all that :ybu can be 
By STEVE TONEY 

StaUWriter 

The purpose of ROTC is to provide the 
Army with college-trained officers 
major and assistant professor of ROTC . 
Peter Adolf said. 

However, Adolf thinks there are 
many important benefits for ROTC 
students as well. The primary benefit is 
the "dual career path" offered by the 
program. This means the ROTC 
student earns a commission in the 
Army as a second lieutenant while also 

· earning a college degree. 

He said ROTC provides leadership 
skills for the student which are not 
available in a sta,ndard curriculum. 
These skills, he said, are an asset in 

almost any career a student may 
choose to pursue. 

The first two years of the program 
offer sophomores and freshman a 
selection of military courses without 
obligation. For those considering ROTC 
in their junior year, a two-year 
program is offered. Both opportunities 
require a commitment in the junior 
year of college. 

Full scholarships are also offered 
which require active and non-active 
duty after graduation. 

The current Army pay scale for 
commissioned officers is $18,300. 

When considering ROTC candidates, 
the Army looks for students with a good 
grade point average, high SAT scores 
and a demonstrated ability to lead 
through extra-curricular activities. 

"A MEAL IN A POCKET" 
Specializing in Pita Bread Pockets 
F•Ved with Meals, Cheeses, and 

Vesetables - Delicio11s Yet 
.. -" __ ,.' •. LOW IN CALORIES" .,_ . 
Cli. ,;j :Ji-.\1 -:.J(J:,L'I.'.·--: j ~~! • •.i•.i·:J :.~, lfi::.1.:.;.:\ ~ 

1409 Collier Street (Behind McDonalds, 

760-3467 Near Hanes Mall) 
Open Mon-Sat., llAM - llPM 

., ... Day Saturday: Students with College ID titltl 
20~ OFF! 

Free Delivery with •lx dollar order 

ta···~~~~~!-:-------------·~~11!1·~·!!1·-1-1 .. POCKET I FREE 
Bap Oae Super Pocket •t I 
rea. price a set a rea. I 

pocket FREE I 
o.. c-.- _ _.... I 

_ _....Oct.ll~ 

Buy One Super Pocket at 
reaglal' price & set a 

•mall salad FREE 
0•• Coapoa pu puao11 

eo ...... npl ... Oct. lltll 
Not wi~ Satllrdaw Special 

DUKE 
THE FUQUA 

SCHOOL 
OF BUSINESS 

The Fuqua School of Business at Duke . 
University offers one of the finest available 
opponunities for unsurpassed professional 
management training. We are interested in 
men and women who have proven aca
demic, leadership, and social abilities. 

Andrea S. Hershatter 
Assistant Director 

of Admissions & Financial Aid 

of the Fuqua School 
will be on campus 

Tuesday, October 30 
Appointment information may be obtained 

by contacting: 

Office for Educational 
Planning and Placement 

1 
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Liveable .Pursuits 

Special events. sei:f()r NCAA week 
The week of October 8-14 has been 

designated National Collegiate Alcohol 
Awareness <NC.AA> week during which 
.campuses nationwide will be 
conducting various programs focused 
on alcohol education, responsible use of 
alcohol and the belief that not drinking 
is as acceptable as drinking. Here at 
Wake Forest, the Alcohol Awareness 
task Force has been hard at work 
planning some special events for NCAA 
week, 

By 1\.}an Cameron 
Substance Abuse Coordinator 

On Wednesday night from 8 p.m. until 
midnighi, the task force will sponsor 
"The Ideal Part:y." Designed as a way 
to help campus groups begin planning 
for the anticipated change in the legal 
drinking age from 19 to 21, the party 
will feature good food, good 
entertainment, innovative non-aJcholic 
drinks and beer. t ,,1, ::. 

Printed recipes for food :and .;non-
I ~ i• "'") 

alcoholic beverages will be available to 
help in your planning Mure parties. 
other information on responsible 
choices regarding alcohol will be made 
available from local beer distributors 
who support the task force's efforts. · 

A \ breatlaallzer test will also be 
available to help you . measure your 
blood alcohol content if you choose to 
drink alcohol. 

The party will be held in the lounges 
of Davis and Taylor Houses and in a 
roped-off area of the parking lot 
between . them. All'· university 
regulations on alcohol events will be 
followed. You're invited. 

On Thursday you're invited to visit 
the Reading. Room, 1.25 Reynolda Hall, 
anytime between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. 

· Films and videotapes on drinking and 
driving and on healthy lifestyles will be 
shown. 

Also, alcohol's effect on performance 
will be demostra~ · in a _variety of 
ways. Reaction time, writing and 
.r.~ding skillo; will be .measured on 

selected students, faculty members and 
. administrators as they use measured 
amounts of alcohol. Again the 
breathalizer will be used to show blood 
alcohol content. Like "The Idea 
Party," these activities should be both 
fun. and educational, Drop by! 

The task force had hoped to hold an 
outdoor exhibition of alcohol's effects 
on driving skills. Unfortunately, some 
serious questions of legal liability arose 
and the idea has been put on hold. 
Hopefully, next spring such an event 
can be undertaken in cooperation with 
the Winston-Salem Police Department. 

KapPa Sigma Fraternity will be 
hosting a speech "My Brother's 
Keeper," given by the director of the 
national chapter operations, Mitchell 
Wilson, at 6:30p.m. in tlle Ring Theater 
on Tuesday. Everyone is welcome. 

In the meantime, help make NCAA 
week a success, have some fun and plan 
for the not-so-distant future. See you at 
the Party. 
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Students show discontentment 
. \ 

OVer fall's new drinking rules 
By DAVID G.'\EDE 

COLUMBIA SC <CPSl-For the fi~t time in memory, 
University of South Carolina students who are under 19 can't 
drink this fall. 

The result, as USC officials concoct a way to enforce the new 
1!1-year-old drinking age the state just adopted, seems to be a 
sort of chaotic uneasiness. 

Officials can't even decide how student groups should pay 
for alcohol consumed at social events, since using activity fee 
money would be "unfair" to under-19 students, Mike Shaver of 
the Campus Alcohol Project explained. 

Even the campus bar is changed.· The Golden Spur is 
replacing beer with pizza just to avoid the hassles the new 
drinking policy creates. 

Wild rumor, closed-down campus haunts, job losses and 
even complete overhauls of college social activities have been 
marking the first weeks of school as scores or colleges open up 
for the first time under new legal minimum drinking age laws 
or tougher on-campus drinking policies. 

Many experts worry the new regulations are confusing, ill
planned and virtually unenforceable. 

Alcohol, moreover, is so closely associated with college life 
that many students simply don't know how to spend their 
leisure time without drinking, University or South Florida 
sociologist Charles Tucker said. 

part-time waiting and bartending jobs if tbe town government 
decides to require all liquor servers to be 21. 

Some observer's even fear the new crackdown on student 
drinking could boomerang, forcing younger students to 
become "underground" drinkers. 

Left with no place to legally drink on campus, they warn 
under-aged students will do more off-campus drinking, more 
drinking and driving, anp be less-inclined to drink responsibly. 

"Most of the campus drinking programs are eommunity
wide programs that deal generally with all students," Howard 
Blane, professor of education and psychDlogy at the 
University of Pittsburgh noted. 

"There's been preeious little research done on such 
programs, and of the little that has been done the results 
aren't very encouraging," he said. 

The nationwide trend to raise all drinking ages to 21 has 
"shifted the focus from alcohol education to policy 
enforcement," Gonzales said. "We encourage alcohol 
education and responsible drinking, rather than blanket 
prohibition." 

But blanket prohibitions seem to be the trend these days. 
While 23 states had minimum drinking ages of 21 a year ago, 

this fall the total bas climbed to '17, with a number of states 
still debating - or planning to debate - raising their. drillking 
ages to 21. · . · 

i' Pass/fa~ system 
l, ~~~.~c~~ee 2~~~~~ 

Students can 
prevent larceny 

The rising drinking ages and tougher campus drinking rules 
nationwide are "sure to cause concern and turmoil on many 
campuses," Gerardo Gonzales, a University of Florida 
counselor and director of BACCHUS, a national group aimed 
at controlling student drinking .added. 

It's "a situation that administrators realistically cannot 

And with the new federal law which will withhold federal 
highway funds from states that haven't raised their drinking 
ages to 21 by 1986, college students can ex;:pect further 
clampdowns as the remaining 23 states With under-21 drinking 
ages rush to meet the deadline. · · · 

"1 imagine.we'll see some pretty hot legis:Iative battles in 
the coming year,'' Bob Bingham, director oftbeState Student 
Association <SSA) in Washington, D.C., which has helped 
. student governments nationwide lobby agaitJSt drinking age 
hikes in their states, said. 

enforce," he said. 
If schools are going to make the new rules work, they need to 

provide alternative social activities, Tucker said. 

~t- grading syst~ms have failed, and were taking advantag~ of it: using it for 
f studentswhohaveachancetousethem hard major classes and GEl? 

The Wake Forest University 
Department of Public Safety re
quests your assistance in gathf;!ring 
additional information concerning 
campus crimes. Any information. 
you can provide may make the dif
ference .in the prevention of similar 
future incidents, but there is another 
·more important issue. You need to 
be careful with your own property. 

Without help, students are left to entertain rumors of 
undercover campus police infiltrating dorm and rush parties 
to catch underaged drinkers. 

. "I personally think (raising drinking ages to 21) is 
unfortunate," Pitt's Blane said. "If 18-year-olds are allowed to 
vote, fight in the military and sign contracts, they should be 
allowed to drink. We're simply driving student drinkers 
undercover." 

' ' 

generally reject them, according to a requirements. The faCulty is much 
survey of over HiOO colleges using the happier now." 

That rumor was so widespread at Arizona State that ASU 
police two weeks ago had to issue a public denial to reassure 
students. · pass/fail system. _ Quann's o~ Wa.shington State still 

C. James Quann, registrar at offers pass/fail options, but only seven And University of California-Berkeley administrators last 
week chastised the student newsoaoor. the Dailv California, 
for running an article that told students bow to get fake id's to 
obtain liquor despite the university's newly-adopted 
restrictions. 

Boosting the drinking age, in fact, may nDt deter student 
drinking at all, according to a University of Cincinnati study. 

Washington State University and percent of the student body use it. 
author of the survey, said students do Some school, of · course, remain Campus Crime Stoppers 

Student surveys before and after Ohio raised its drinkine: 
age from 18 to 19 show that the _percenta~e of students who 

worse when they're given pass/fail devotees of the system. 
grades instead of Jetter grades. . "Faculty insti~uted this system to 

describE! themselves as "heavy" drinkers increased from 14 

percent to 28 percent. 
"Many institutions are beginning to encourage learniJlg for the sake of . Auto larceny is not common on our 

realize students perform on a lower learning, instead 'of a competitive campus, but it has occurred 
On some campuses, new drinking rules are costing students The new clampdown on drinking "is an example of linear 

thinking that does not really meet the problem on its own 
level," Robert Conyne, study author and director of UC's 
Alcohol Education Center concluded. 

level with pass/fail systems," he environment," associate registrar at recently. On Sept. 17• 1984, a 1982 Calif -Sa Volkswagen Rabbitt convertible was 
explained. "Students come to class the University of ornia nta Cruz stolen from Lot 12 (located near the 

their part-time jobs. 
At the University if Illinois-Champaign, local bar owners 

recently predicted as many as 150 students could lose their 
late skip classes, don't do assignments Nancy Pascal said. water tower). 
and hold other students back. Students like this environment and Thefactthatthecarwasunlockeci' 
Performance is below par in many the freedom to test things more than . and the keys were left in the car aid· 
cases." under a traditional system," she said. ed the thief <thieves> considerably in Computer classes upset most freshmen 
· Quann sees the system as a vestige of 

· the more experimental sixties and · 
early seventies. 

Even so, "only a small percentage of 
schools that initiated pass/fail options 
.abandoned them altogether on the 
theory that if you give the students 
something, it hurts to take it away," 
Quann added. 

Northwest Missouri State University, 
,.,.. for example, · changed its pass/fail 
iri· system in 1979, letting students use it in 

a maximum of nine credit hours. 
"It's not overused anymore," 

"Faculty is commited (to it) despite the the crime. 
enormous task of written evaluations." The stripped car was recovered in 

Quann believes more schools are the south side of the city. 
moving away from pass/fail systems, To prevent futu·re similar in· PITTSBURGH, PA <CPSl--Most 
however, if only because grading cidents. conseal valuable property college freshmen are suprised 
fashions change from time to time. in the trunk of your car. Please Jock 

Pass/fail systems, were common in your car when it is parked. It is confused and frustrated during their 
the 19th Century, until they were possibletostealavehicleevenifitis first year of computer courses, 
supplanted by numerical grading locked and the keys are not according to a newly-released study. 
practices, QUinn explained. Symbols available, but you should make it as The computer anxiety afflicts 
and letters later . appear:ed to difficultfor the thieves to succeed as incoming students in all majors, but 

· .. - · · · · · you can · m<ll(,,A!lA!ilrticularly severe among 
s~,.~/'": .. <l"Y; pmgs.,or : . All'~slbie p. re~aution·~ ~h;~id 'I;~ -... .i!!>ffl!l,-¥.~ ffiii)OrS, observers added. 
it;:;.:;~~q:..:~e Septem;,;;·~~ 1~ ""' 'tiiken. · · •· ··· · ... -·· · · · · Over 80 percent of all incoming 
i.siU! of lhe Old Gold and Black. l Campus Crime Stoppers pays up freshmen are "surprised" by the 

to a maximum of a $500 cash reward subject matter covered in computer 
for information leading to an arrest. courses, the survey revealed. 
prosecution and conviction of the in- Moreover, one of every two freshmen 

on" than their other courses. more confused,'' she said. 
And such confusion over computers "Tilat's a natural reaction for just 

"is true of liberal arts as well as about anyone who has to use computers 
technical students," she added, in the presence of experierJced user," 

One of the reasons for the si>-called Mark Tucker, director of the Project on 
computer anxiety, Sproull said, is that Information Technology and Education 
students are often "thrust into the in Washington, D.C., said. 

- computer. {!Uiture" before they learn , . ,. ;·~.d ~e ~~nfusj~~\,a,~~ ip~!t.J:\!2-pon 
how· computers work and understand -' 'eitle r~\.ts Jtsb.'i't'eacH'j,irnl! you IJSe a 

• • .uf1_'1.:A,r h"i''GT?\,TtH a~q.Ur V•~I'Yr I'J'.fllhl 
the special language used m computer aiuerent computer or a new ptece of 
courses. software," he added, "which makes it a 

Like many schools, "computing at · lot different from learning other college 
CMU is not a question of lt>.arning about subjects." 
computers . in a classroom setting. To ease students' entry into the 

dividual<sJ responsible for crimes are "confused" by computer 
committed on campus. coursework, while nearly 70 percent 

Information may be anonymously say the courses actually make them 
telephoned to the campus public "frustrated" and "angry." 

~ompubng 1s a part of the whole work campus computer culture Sproull 
hfe at a campus," Sproull noted. ' w·th t dT 1 b' ts lik suggests colleges offer computer. 
. 1 more ra 1 1ona. su Jec , e, orientation courses so students will 

history. math .. or phys•cs, she sa•~· learn the basic rules and lingo before 
Paper denies • racrsm 

... 

By SUSAN SKORUPA 

ITHACA, N.Y. <CPS)- The Cornell 
Daily Sun has thrust itself into 
controversy by refusing to run an ad for 
a "revisionist history book'' that claims 
the Nazi death camps of World War II 
never existed, and that the war against 
the Jews is a "Zionist myth." 

The book's Ithaca, N.Y. distributor 
charges the Sun is ceruorlng the book 
by refusing to run the ad, calls the 
paper's editor a racist, and threatens to 
sue the paper for libel. -

The book, "The Hoax of the 
Twentieth Century," is by 
Northwestern University enginerring 
professor Authur R. Hoffman II of 
Ithaca-l'>ased Cobra Pre5s, Sun editor 
Scott Jaschik . explained the paper 
·wouldn't run the ad because the Sun's 
ad rate card stipulated sexist and racist 
ads could be refused. 

Hoffman responded a week later in a 
letter accusing the Sun of "political 
censorship" and and calling the staff 
"racists and book-banning bigots." 

"The Sun has a policy. We don't 
accept just any ad,'' Jaschik said. "We 
decided this ad wasn't appropriate for 
us." 

The ad boasted the book has been 
"banned from college libraries, 
bookstores and 'Holocaust studies."' 

Butz 's publisher is the Institute for 
Historical Review, a private, 

Califomis-based organization noted for 
its ultra-right wing politics and its 
support of Butz's theories. 

Butz's lectures on what he calls the 
"Holocaust myth" ·· have provoked 
considerable controversy and protest, 
particulary from concentration camp 
survivors and their families. 

Those lectures, however, aren't given 
on Butz's campus of Northwestern. 

Northwestern, where Butz has long 
taught engineering courses, repeatedly 
has aff'lrmed the professor's right to 
hold his own views of World War II, but 
won't let him teach views on campus, 
noting Butz is not qUalified historian. 

Jaschik refused to run the ad for 
other reasons. 

"It's a very fine line to make sure we 
don't just close out unpopular 
viewpoints," Jaschik said. "But on the 
basis of our study and research, we 
believe this group (IHR) is a group 
spreading hatred." 

In his volatile response, Hoffman 
claimed IHR gets support from 
"numerous anti·Zionest Jews", and 
called the Sun's action "a strange sort 
of 'truth' that requires censorship and 
repression to maintain it." 

Jaschik scoffs at Hoffman's 
censorship charge. 

"Newspapers make judgements 
every day on whether or not something 
is appropriate for them to publish," he 
said. "Is Uaat censorship?" 

safety office through the main "When freshmen go away to college 
number 761-5591, which is answered they have a lot of new experiences. But 
24 hours a day, seven days a week. the computer science courses turn out 

To report information concerning to be much different than any of the 
unsolved crimes off campus, you 
may 'telephone Winston- new student expected," Lee Sproull, a 
Salem/Forsyth county Crimestop- researcher at Carnegie Mellon 
pers Program at 727-2800. You may University University (CMUJ said. 
give information, but remain Sproull has surveyed CMU freshmen 
anonymous. over the last three years to assess their 

attitudes toward computer courses 
there. 

He may be right, Lisa Dawson of the 
American Newspaper Publishers 
Association in Washington, D.C. said. 

Among other things, Sproull said 
entering students find computer 
courses "more surprising, more 
confusing and harder to get a handle 

students learn m a sheltered, academtc taki g t . d th . . n a compu er course. 
environment, an ease etr way mto 1 ddit' 11 g need to "make 
th b · t th · b'l't d n a ton, co e es e su Je~ s . as eir a 1 1 Y an their terminal rooms less aversive " 
understandmg mcreases. h 'd ' 

But the "hands on" experience in s e 531 
• 

computer classes catapaults students "Many of the students we surveyed 
directly into the real-life world of said the computer rooms reminded 
computing, frequently without prior them of a scene out of '1984' because 
exposure to the subject or the they were so cold and sterile. Computer 
machines. rooms should be more warm and 

Thus, "students who are new to inviting," Sproull added. 
computing end up using the campus Fortunately, the computer anxiety 
mainframe right beside advanced many freshmen experience decreases 
users, which often makes the as they become more familiar witl! the 
newcomers feel intimidated and even subj~t, Sproull noted. 

She said a recent court decision 
upheld the right of the Providence 
Journal to refuse to run an ad. The 
ruling, however, is currently being 
appealled. 

NCSU students rock again 
Dawson speculated the SU'\'S ad card 

disclaimer should protect it from 
censorship charges, but "that's not to 
say if it's right or wrong. The question 
is who decides what's racist and what's 
sexist.'' 

Hoffman himself could not be 
rea<:hed for comment. 

Jaschik, in any case, isn't taking the 
distributor's threat of a libel suit too 
seriously. "We haven't done anything 
libelous. It's my understanding of libel 
Ia ws that you can't be sued for a 
personal letter." 

RALEIGH, N.C. (CPSl-Thanks to 
student protest and a new student 
concert advisory committee, it's "still 
rock 'n roll" at North Carolina State 
University after ;~ll. 

A three-week-old campus ban on 
"heavy metal" music was lifted last 
week when the administration 
approved a Coliseum Concert Advisory 
Committee to screen rock music acts, 
committee member Jeff Bender said. 

The ban followed a Van Halen concert 
where the young, predominantly non· 
campus crowd left the university's 
Reynolds CDliseum strewn with trash, 
Bender explained. 

that left a b•g mess." 
Students immediately labeled the ban 

"ridiculous" and "discriminatory,. and 
complained they'd be forced to go off
<:ampus for rack concerts. 

"The biggest contention was with the 
unclear terms of the ban," Bender 
said. "There were no set guidelines 
about what music was banned." 

Indeed, athletic director Willis Casey 
originally said he'd ban rock music 
while allowing the C.oliseum to host acts 
like Billy Joel, who Casey apparently 
didn't see as a rock 'n roll musician. 

dean of students and Bender, who is 
editor of the campus newspaper. 

"The committee will help screen 
talent that appears at the Colisewn," 
Coliseum business manager Richard 
Farrell said. "They'll determine if 
students want a particular artist on 
campus." 

"It will be interesting to see on what 
criteria they judge these groups on, he 
adds. 

Student loans open to cuts 
"The Saturday concert meant there 

was no clean-up until Monday" he said. 
"The administration decided 'We don't 
want this to mess anymore,' and 
reasoned tl!at heavy metal bands were 
drawing a young, non-student crowd 

The adverse student reaction led to 
meetings between student leaders and 
university administrators, who 
proposed the student-run advisory 
committee to help make rock bookings. 

Committee members include the 
student center president, the director of 
student union activities, the assistant 

Bender claims the committee is a 
better solution than dealing with the 
administration's "paranoia o! any type 
of music that appeals to a younger 
crowd." 

They're not interested in 
entertainment that draws a 15-year-old 
crowed," he points out. "I understand 
that. After all, this is a university." . By DAVID BARNES 

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) 
College programs may be more 
vulnerable than ever to budget cuts in 
the next year becuase several key 
congressmen will be missing from 
House education committees. · 

The missing congressmen all played 
important roles in staving off many of 
President Reagan's proposed student 
aid cuts in the last three years. 

They are leaving their committees, 
moreover, as Congress the higher 
Education Reauthorization Act of 1985, 
a crucially·important law that will set 
federal college policy for the rest of this 
decade. 

Missing will be Rep. Carl Perkins 
<D-Ky), chairman of the House 
Education-Labor Committee, who died 
this summer, and Rep. Paul Simon 

(D-ll>, chair of the House 
Subcommittee, on Postsecondary 
Education, who is running for the 
Senate against Charles Percy. 

Two other House education 
committee members are retiring this 
year. 

"Higher education programs are 
going to have to be reauthorized in a 
year when programs are probably 
going to be cut in order to deal with the 
huge deficit," Polly Gault, staff 
director of the Senate Education 
Subcommittee, which will lose Sen. 
Jennings Randolph {D-Va> to 
retirement, said. 

"Reauthorization will be a bit more 
difficult than in 1980,'' the last time 
Congress set long-term education 
goals, Gault added. 

It will be more difficult, too, becaus~ 
of the relative inexperience of the 
people replacing Perkins and Simon in 
the House. 

Only one senator on the Senate 
education committee, Pell, is up for 
reelection, and he is expected to win an 
easy victory. 

Nevertheless, staff aide Gault thinks 
education will have a tougher time in 
Congress next year. 

"I have confidence in our ability to 
defend education programs (from 
proposals to cut them)," she said. "We 
have shown that repeatedly over the 
past few years:" 

But the reauthorization bill will be 
another story, she predicted. "The 1980 
reauthorization gave a lot of people 
exactly what they wanted. That is not 
Stafford or Pell's style, given the 
responsibility of deficit reduction." 

Students move into Playboy Mansion 

CHICAGO (USPS>-While students around the country 
returned to dusty cubicles in rundown dormitories recently, a 
fortunate few at the Art Institute of Chicago moved into the 
Playboy Mansion. 

The 72-room Victorian mansion features an indoor pool and 
waterfall, an underwater bar, sun and steam rooms, a howling 
alley, a game room and an oak-paneled ballroom. 

Packed with rare antiques and art treasures, the house was 
a gift to the school from Playboy Enterprises. 

Neil J. Hoffman, President of the Art Institute School, thinks 

the mansion will have a positive effect on the soclallife o! ~he 
art students. It's "ideally suited" to be a dormitory, he said. 

"Playboy had long been associated with the arts," she said, 
mentioning Salvador Dali, Larry Rivers, Roger Brown and 
George Segal as just a few of the famous artists who have 
contributed to the pages of Playboy magazine. 

The Art Institute announced that it will name t.'le building 
Hefner Hall in honor of Playboy's founding chairma11, Hugh 
Hefner. Hefner lived and hosted fabled parties in the mansion 
until he moved his personal headquarters to Los Angeles in 
1971. 
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The Pros and Cons 
of humanitate 

I like the university seal. The 
"pro humanitate" reminds us 
all of the liberal arts foundation 
that Wake Forest is built upon. 
The "Chi" and "Rho" remind 
us of the religious heritage that 
surrounds Wake Forest and 
gives it special significance. 
These letters and symbols are 
significant to everyone in the 
Wake Forest community who 
understands the long-standing 
traditions and ideals which 
underlie them. 

But what about everyone out
side of the university? Certain
ly the Wake Forest seal has lit
tle significance for people who 
are not acquainted with the 
tradition behind it. Can you 
remember what the University 
of North Carolina .seal looks 
like? Do you know what it 
represents?. 

Then it is easy to understand 
the problem. The seal - along 
with the university's name in 
small print - has always ap
peared on the official sta
tionery of the university. It has 
told people that we are Wake 
Forest University and that we 
have a seal, but, according to 
the R.J. Reynolds graphic 
department, it has left them 
with little to remember us by. 

the seal and enlarge the univer
sity name? 

It sounds as if we have lost a 
very old friend. But what has 
been forgotten in all of the con
fusion is the purpose of the seal 
itself. It was never meant 
specifically for the university 
stationery. The seal is the 
stamp <>f the representation 
and authority of the university. 
We are by no means losing it. It 
will still be here on campus 
buildings, spiral . notebooks, 
university manuals, office 
walls, and sweaters in the 
Deacon Shop. Each department 
still has the option of placing 
the seal beside the new logo on 
its stationery. 

Things aren't nearly so bad 
at all. We still have the seal, 
and we have a new letterhead 
logo, although perhaps not as 
attractive to us as the old one 
was. Does this mean that the 
administration has sold out 
tradition for the sake of adver
tising? I don't think so . .If it is 
real -and I would argue that it 
is - our religious/liberal arts 
tradition does not depend on the 
seal for its existence. Whether 
or not tbe seal appears on the 
official stationery has nothing 
to do with the vivacity of Wake 
Forest's traditon. 

The seal is hard for the un- However, the seal does de-
1amiliar to recognize-, and-:;the·::. -.~:r:t,d~J!.~h~tr_adition it refl~ts, 

· university name in small, thin and if this tradition is:·;now 
type is quickly forgotten. While dead, thC:Jn the seal is irrelevant 
noting this, we have to and has no business appearing 
remember that the purpose of on our stationery or on the 
headlining official stationery is walls of our institution anyway. 
to get a name across, to leave The relevance of our tradition 
the reader with a mental pic- is something we alone can 
ture of what he has just seen decide, which is independent of 
and read. In essence, our sta- the seal itself. 
tionery which we send to other 
schools, prospective students, 
and the business world, is our 
advertisement - and it had 
better be good. 

All of which is to say that the 
present stationery letterhead is 
supposedly not doing the job as 
well as it could be done. While 
the seal and name as printed 
are significant to us, they are 
not as well-remembered by 
those on the other. side of Polo 
Road, and otir ·professional 
schools seem to feel that the 
presence of the seal on univer
sity stationery is not as ap
propriate for them as it is for 
the college itself. So, we drop 

So, the only valid arguement 
against the new stationery logo 
is that it is not as attractive as 
the former letterhead, and I 
would agree. I like the classic, 
formal appearance of the seal. 
I feel that it is more dignified 
and certainly more significant 
to me. However, I realize that 
the official letterhead of the 
university is seen by many peo
ple outside of the university 
who know nothing but the name 
Wake Forest, and if they forget 
that, then they'll never have the 
chance to become interested in 
our tradition. 

Daryl Davis 
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A ne\\ttrontier in nuclear arms planning 
Since both the Soviet and·American 

defenses teeter on the . fips or :nuclear 
warheads, the threat of mutual .assured 
destruction <MAD> crippleSJAmer.ica's 
relations with the SovietS, Nuclear 
weapons breed distrust and fear1 which 
clog and distort communications bet
ween the two nations. How can the U.S. 
gain the trust necessary for productive 
relations with Russia? · Instead of 
negotiating arms reduction, both na
tions should work together on defenses 
that would neutralize the threat of 
nuclear weapons. 

MAD provides an unstable basis for 
foreign policy, and it renders talks on 
arms reduction meaningless. The na
tions' securities depend on offensive 
weapons. Since the missiles really 
represent scare tactics in place or a 
true defense system, both nations are 
vulnerable. H a Russian missile were 
launched, the U.S. could not stop the 
bomb. We col,lld only fire back. Thus, 
both foreign policies have about the 
same communicative power as a bully 
who clenches his fists and says at the 
same ti~e that he will not hit his oppo
nent. 

The offensive nuclear weapons 
undermine the requests for arms reduc
tions by generating a lack of trust. 

When the leaders focus on decreasing 
nuclear weapons, the unavoidable 
failures of policies such ·as the Salt 
treaties widen the breech of com· 
munication. Skepticism and distrust fill 
this void, thereby weakening foreign 
relations. 

Reagan's U.N. speech and. 
Gromyko's response to the speech pro- , 
ve that both nations need new perspec
tives which will allow better com· 
munication. Due to his aggresssive 
arms build up, Reagan's call for a 
"better working relationship" with the 
Soviets is a political band-aid that will 
not stick. Even though Reagan ad· 
vacates improved communications, the 
threat of nuelear weapons still control 
Soviet and American minds. Out of 
distrust, Gromyko responds with the 
worn-out plea for a nuclear. freeze, and 
he rejects the President's proposal. Our 
relations need to be freed from the 
restrictions of nuclear weapons. 

Reagan's propositions of exchanging 
military information and having 
cabinet level talks with the Soviets are 
a move in the right direction. In order 
for Reagan's ideas to be productive, the 
two countries must not rehash the emp
ty negotiations over arms reductions .. 
The talks must focus on the alternatives 

CJf a defense agaiust nuclear weapolll!. 
H Reagan really wanted to improve 
American foreign relations, he and 
Gromyko would be . discussing new 
defense programs ' such . as the 
American program called High Fron
tier. 

High Frontier is a defense system of 
utellites which intercept and destroy 
latmched missiles. This systepl which 
could be made operational in about five 
years is solely a defensive system. 
Simce High Frontier offers a more 
reasonable solution to the nuclear 
crisis, both nations would be more like
ly to cooperate with each other. 

Even though High Frontier is purely 
a defensive system, it could be 
damgerous if the system were not 
possessed by both nations. Hone nation 
were to develop such a defensive 
·system by themselves, the new defense 
would upset the precarious equilibrium 
cawed by MAD. The country with the 
defensive system would become the top 
w<»rld power, and u,at nation would 
have no incentive to do way with its 
nuclear weapons. 

Instead, both countries should work 
together on a mutual defense system. A 
mutual defense would equally reduce 
the offensive tensions between tiKi· tWo 

countries. Both Russia and the U.S. 
would remain on a secure and equal 
level with each other while the danger 
ud usetulness of nuclear weapons 
would decreise immensely. Unlike 
arms negotlatio."JS, working on a mutual 
defenSe does not require the nation to 
sacrifice or jeorpardize their position. 

. A mutual defense would only destroy 
Ute threat of nuclear weapons. Once the 
weapons are no , longer effective, 
nuclear arms reductions would make 
sense. 
·By lowering the aggressive tensions 

between the two countries, mutual 
assured defense would allow a bond of 
trust to form between Russia and tbe 
U.S. The two nations could work 
together on a defense project because 
neither one wo1dd"have to compromise 
their positions. A focus on defense 
would shift the emphasis from aggres
sion to cooperation. H a mutual assured 
defense ever preempts mutual assured 
destruction, a new frontier of foriegn 
policies and meaningful communica
tion also will develop. 

~J.,~' ·:~H' .. •,;... ~ 

·•jJ10 :)if~ i:· 
stewart Johnson 

J1Ei:**PsaJttl)a£..--fi. · · ' .. 'L~.~ cuiTentintervisitation policy at 
CPS Wake Forest is, to me, unacceptable , 

. ~iiSewben taken literally, it dictates 
· ilitervisitation · rules strictly on the 
'basiS of'tlie time of day. While enforce
ment of the policy may vary, we must 
consider its literal application when 
debatiiJg its merits, because, in a 
judicial sense, it must be enforced 
literally. 

The best way for me to explain the 
reason for my objection to an inter
visitation policy based entirely on time 
of day is by use of the following 
scenario: 

It is about 2:05AM, and you and a 
friend of the opposite sex have been out 
together. Perbaps you went to a party, 
or maybe out to eat. On this particular 
night, it is perhaps raining, or very 
cold. The person who drove you has 
dropped you off next to your dorm. 

The Gadfly 

_.....__,._Letters to the Editor-.. -.~ .. ,. -- .............. _,.., __ .... --······ ,;~ ..... ~ ............. _,_ -···· - ... .,.. ... _ --·~ -- - . .-.,.. . ... . 

Your friend suddenly realizes that she 
has left an important notebook in your 
room. Standing outside your dorm, in 
the rain, you volunteer to run up to the 
fourth floor and retrieve the book for 
her. But the rain is getting harder, and 
you remember that a woman was 
assaulted in Reynola Gardens just last 

... l},!eek. •• <~- there, is .a very small 
chance that the assaulter would ever 
venture near your dorm). Do you leave 
your friend standing there for tbe few 
minutes it will take you to run upstairs? 
H you intend to obey the intervisitation 
policy, you do. Under the present inter
" visitation rules, you can't even leave 
her standing in the hallway. 

Pickup 
Last Saturday, September 29, the 

brothers of Delta Sigma Phi organized 
a trash pickup with their Sisters of the 
Sphinx. This latest event in a series of 
community services involved going out 
to Sauratown mountain, scrambling up 
and down 100 yards of craggy, nearly 
vertical rock, and bringing up 120 
pounds of bottles, cans and paper 
(that's 60,000 joules of energy, for all 
you physics majors). 

Sauratown mountain is a scenic 
overlook, located 40 minutes west of 
Wake Forest. It has a fantastic view of 
western North Carolina, especially at 
sunset. Sauratown is also a popular spot 
among Wake Forest students. Unfor
tunately, it has been spoiled by many 
years accumulation of garbage thrown 
by negligent picnicers, Now that the 
Delta-8igs have restored its pristine 
beauty, we hope that all students who 
go there will do their part to keep North 
Carolina looking good. Congratulations 
to the intrepid mountaineers of Delta 
Sigma Phi! 

Khalil Abu-Shaba 

No review 
I have just read staff movie critic 

Elizabeth A. Ashley's review of "The 
Bostonians" and agree on one thing. 
Christopher Reeve does not know how 
to speak with a southern accent. But 
bevond this point, our opinions differ. 

Miss Ashely is more than entitled to 
have no comprehension of the movie; 
"The Bostonians" is a very intellectual 
picture. However, to give the film a bad 
review because of this is unfair. The ac
ting is outstanding: Christopher 
Reeve's portrayal shows great depth 
(southern accent or no) and both Miss 
Redgrave and Miss Madeline Potter 
(she plays Verena, not Jessica Tandy) 
seem destined for Oscar nominations. 
The direction is excellent and the 
·cinematography is beautiful, but Miss 
Ashley comments on neither of these. 

Instead, she states, '"The Bosto
nians' is probably one of the most eclec
tic pieces of celluliod ever put together. 
... Characters are introduced into the 
story line and later forgotten about." 
On the contrary, at the conclusion of the 
movie, the ends are tied up almost too 
neatly. She also comments on some 
"odd scenes" that she doesn't unders
tand. These are merely the imagination 
of the central character, not what ac
tually happens. This device is common
ly used in films and television. 

Perhaps my primary objection to 
Miss Ashley's review is the blatant 
editorializing instead of genuine 
criticism. It is a shame that a "review" 
like this can contribute to keeping an 
audience away from an excellent 
movie. No, "The Bostonians" is not a 
hack-and·slay picture or an adven
ture/comedy. But it is a piece of highly 
intelligent filmmaking that Hollywood 
should be encourage to make more of. 

M. Raye Shoemaker 

Debates? 
I'm writing this on Tuesday so as not 

to write in the heat of having just heard 
Jim Hunt's address tomorrow. 

I strongly support Gov. Hunt, and 
because of it I've been engaged in some 
informal debates lately about the array 
of political campaigns this year. I use 
the word "debates" loosely, because 
the atmosphere has not been one of 
qu'.•\ reasonable, pro-and-con discus· 
s1on, but rather one of usually implicit 
accusation, derision and the intimida
tion of numbers (of zealous opposition). 
What's more, there are never any con
structive results - all I get is anxiety 
about the treatment I'll! getting, and all 
they get is frustration over my refusal 
to step in the ring. 

Now I'm sure that the sensible and 
conscientious affiliated with both par· 
ties and with both ideologies (They are 
not the same thing.) do not use or con
done pressure tactics. But the pressure 
I've felt from my RepubliCan friends -
still friends, whenever they don't try to 
goad me into the trap of emotionalist 
politics - does nothing to show me the 
wisdom of their ways; it serves only to 
discredit them and make me more apt 
to reject their views on the basis of their 
actions. This reaction is no less destruc· 
tive than the pressure put on in the first 
place. 

Of course, we can see this problem on 
both sides of. almost every issue and 
campaign, especially in this year's 
mudslinging. It is the same problem in
volved in resolving issues between ma
jority and minority, and between the 
sides of most issues of conviction. Make 
no mistake - it is general open· 
mindedness I'm seeking. What I've said 
above is merely the strongest, most re
cent sign of this problem that is 
endemic to the Wake Forest campus. 
People who have strong convictions 
(myself included> are prone to emo
tionalism when those convictions are 
questioned. It's a fine thing to believe in 
something about which you're inform
ed; however, the wisdom of experience 
is enough to know that the more I lean 

oB you, the less you listen. Derision, 
debasement and raised voices have no 
place in dialogue, because a "heated" 
debate is too often no debate at all, but 
011tright war. 

Can't we debate issues and not per
sonalities? Can't we use the good sense 
we have to be informed about issues 
before we spout off useless, unfounded 
rb.etoric? Isn't the Jesse and Jim Show 
enough to show how sad and ridiculous 
tllis problem can be? There is fine line 
between charisma and arrogance, and 
SD many of us cross it consistently. 

So go ahead and ask me in private 
why I support Jim Hunt, or any par
ticular candidate, or any cause at all. 
rn answer a calm, reasonable question 
calmly and reasonably, and I'll expect 
tile same, despite the discouraging 
signs I've had thus far in my college 
career. Even if neither of us changes in 
our convictions, I can safely say that we 
come out of discussion with greater 
awareness and that is no small ac
complishment. You can ask. Gray 
Styers and Mike Ford, two reasonable, 
sensible people in different parties-
they know what I am talking about. 

Andy Mitchum 

Leaks 
About two weeks ago, I noti~ that 

water was somehow leaking under my 
carpet and into my room. I immediate
ly notified my Resident Advisor and 
Area Coordinator, and both a:;sured me 
tllat someone would be out soon to take 
care of the problem. 

The following Tuesday, a man was 
out to look at the room. He had knocked 
a hole in the wall, and was looking 
around the room when I asked him 
what he had found. He said, "It seems 
b me that something is leaking." 
Somehow I think I could have figured 
tllatoneout without his help! I then ask
ed him if he was going to fix it, and he 
said he would have to send someone out 
tD take care of it. 

By Friday, no one had been out to 
look at the leak, so I went to Mr. Ed 
Cwmings, Director of Housing and ex
plained my problem. He said to me he 
would talk to the Physical Plant and 
call me back. I heard nothing from him 
Friday, and again I went back to him on 
Monday. Again he assured me that he 
would talk to the Physical Plant and 
call me. Meanwhile, for a week, the 
twelve men living in this "new pro
totype suite" were required to use one 
shower, forcing some to get up as much 
as two hours before their first class in 
order to give everyone an op;x>rtunity 
to use tbe shower before class. 

What do you do if your little sister 
drops by to surprise you Wednesday 
morning at 10:00? What if your mother 
comes by one Sunday morning? What if 1 

you and a friend want to talk, in person, 
late at night? There aren't very many 
places to sit and talk here at Wake 
Forest. 

My point is simply that the current in
tervisitation policy always assumes the 
worst. It makes having "just friend
ships" with the opposite sex more dif
ficult, and puts one in awkward, 
ridiculous situations in the most inno
cent of circumstances. The intervisita
tion policy, in my opinion, has one 
useful purpose: the protect students 
from the inconsideration of others. That 
is, to insure that we are not forced to 
live in suites with members of the op
posite sex, or to fmd a place to sleep 
when our roommate has a late date. 
The university has no business deciding 
for us when it is right or wrong to be 
with our friends. I suggest that the in
tervisitation policy be rewritten. The 
new policy should take into account the 
circumstances of intervisitation viola
tions, not merely the times that they oc
cur. 

Noel Hunter 

Finally, this past Tuesday I went to 
Mr. Cunnings, and he.told me, "You're 
going to have to talk to the Physical 
Plant yourself! I can't be the middle 
man anymore!" 

Out of this situation, I have asked 
myself many questions. Among them, 
since when does a student have to fight 
with the Physical Plant over a problem 
that involves on-campus housing? Isn't 
that the Director of Housing's job? 
Also, who is going to take care of the 
water in my room, the hole that was 
knocked in the wall, and the roaches 
that have been forced out of the wood
work and into my room by the water? 

One final thought: between the 
twelve men in this suite, we have in
vested nearly $6,000 for the "privilege" 
of living in these new prototype suites. 
For that money shouldn't we have a 
reasonably efficient Housing Depart
ment, frGm the Housing Director down 
to the Maintenance Department? 

Kevin Madden 

Express Yourself 
Write to the 
Old Gold & Black 
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Wake Forest must revive the liberal ·arts 
.. ... . . 

' 
It should be apparent to all interested 

observers that the most important 
problem at Wake Forest is the 
university's appallingly· weak 
intellectual spirit. While the university 
has claimed to have a liberal arts 
orientation, there is little indication 
that Wake Forest is a place where 
educational curiosity thrives. 

Countless professors in th.e 
humanities complain about the apatlly 
of their students. Rarely does anyo,ne 
engage in an extracurricuhfr 
conversation with their professors 
about some question of humanistic 
interest. Many administrators will 
admit in privljte conversation that 
Wake Forest students generally have 
little intellectual motivation. A 
minority of students are forced to. spend 
their time with a very small and 
esoteric group of friends because they 
are alienated from the rest of the 
;;tudent, body by their unprofessional 
interest- in the liberal arts. · 

With such a significant and 
potentially powerful niunber of upset 
people, one would . imagine that 
something would nave been done long 
ago. Instead the dissatisfied are often 
driven to leave Wake Fore8~or in 
as cynics. There are a fo ew 
who manage to· glide· h 
unaffected while continuiz!g JRr be 
intellectually engaging. Now tJw~6tbe 
administration is about to s~t fQt~J.llP 
seemingly comprehensive f!Y~:~W 
plan, we may hope that _s~eps,,~l,.b,e 
taken to develop what is the ~e!l~c:,of 
every university. . 

There should be no mistake about the 
-distressing character of campus life. 
While it is difficult to provide empirical 
proof of this problem, it is very much 
present. Intellectual curiou5ity 'is ·not 
something that can be measured iil a 
statistical manner. Unlike money, 
spiritedness in invisible to most 
scientific forms of verification. One can 
understand it only by speaking and 
joining in with other people. Thus the 

_administration should not look to 
graphs of enrollment levels, SAT 
scores, alumni contributions, or 
attendance as an indicator of the 
degree of curiosity exhibited by 
students. Administrators must move 

social involvement have a difficult time 
,attracting students. For many years, 
, The Student Literary Magazine has not 
had many undergl"aduate contributors. 
During some semesterS, very capable 
editors have gone out 'prowling for 
writers. They have had to virtually beg 
friends to give in a poem. Of course this 
means that the overall quality of the 
magazine is less than it should be. The 
Old Gold & Black lias suffered similar 
problems iri the past. Even if student 
publications can find a number of good 
writers, their work is often ignored by 
many. 

There have been several independant 
student attempts to start literary 
societies and publications. At least 
three underground newspapers have 
faded away because of the lack of 
student interest. Two years ago a small 
group of students s~rted a literary 
society called the Wake· Forest 
Symposium, · Professors · and 
administrators were very supportive 

--and the OG&B ran a story on it, but 
after two mettings the group gave up 
because hardly anyone else cared. 

Occassionally S()meone will try to 
st~,;:t a campus wide political 
c;~M~ment only t() be shot down by 
,.,~ilence. Three years ago a student stood 
·'on a table in the pit and asked his peers 
to sign a petition. All it said was that the 

~undersigned were ()pposed to nuclear 
' ~,war. After a short speech and table-to-
··~~ \ 

. t.:.fable canvassing, two studentS signed 
. the petition. This year campus political 

organizations tried to silence a very 
small group of demonstratprs because 
they threatened the harmony of 
campus conformity. 

The language houses always seem to 
have a difficult time attracting 
students. At present they have gotten 
just enough students to stay alive. The 
debate team has less than ten 
members. Yet at certain high schools 
with much smaller budgets, the debate 
team may have over 100 members. 

institutions. With their secure 
traditions, financial support, housing 
and entranch~ social position, they 
overwhelm any fledging student 
society. A freshman who doesn't want 
to spend a lot of time by himself must 
go to fraternity parties to meet people. 
Thus he has virtually no choice buno 
join a fraternity. 

Without underestimating the benefits 
of joining a fraternity, it is not 
unreasonable to say that they are not 
intellectual organizations. They do 
provide an important sense of 
brotherhood and fun. They may have 
high average GPAs. However, in no 
way do they consciously encourage 
students to pursue humanistic 
interests. The failure of the two old 
literary societies has been attributed to 
the monolithic ~1 power they exert. 

Another pl'CJble.!D that leads to the 
downfall of most literary projects is the 
continual restraining power of the 
intervisitation and housing policies. 
President Hearn's . easing of the 
visitation rules' is definitely a step in the 
right direction. However, the campus is 
still segregated by sex. Until men and 
women can freely live next to each 
other and spend time together the 
campus will remain sexually polarized. 

It is only normal for a student to go 
out of his way to meet others. The more 
restraints there are, the more energy 
students will spend trying to get near 
their girlfriend or boyfriend. The fact 
that social contact is restricted, makes 
it all the more desirable and necessary 
for students to spend their free time at 
fraternity houses. 

These are not the only reasons 
students care little about intellectual 
matters. The admissions policy is one 
of the most direct causes of the 
backwardness of Wake Forest. The 
majority of students have the same 
socio-economic and geographic 
background. Since most of the students 
have the same heritage there is little 
reason for them to be curious about 
each other. For most students, the 
people at Wake Forest are the same as 
those they knew in high school. Of 
course, things are a little more serious 

,-....... 'f( 

It is certainly possible to escape the 
curren.t .mediocrity without drastically 
altering, W..~e , Forest's traditional 
purpose ·;alii. a ·university. Since the 
alboinisb;atipn js planning a gigantic . 
review of : Jlie ,_university, it should 
carefully:consider how to improve the 
intellectual atmosphere of Wake 
Forest. If nothing is done, the 
university will slowly wither. Cynicism 
will blossom and many serious students 
will avoid Wake Forest. It will become 
difficult to attract new liberal arts 
professors. The university will become 
no more than a finishing school for the 
social elite and it's country club image 
will be complete. 

The first thing the university must do 
is provide institutional support for 
extracurricular activities of the 
intellectual sort. An administrator on 
the level of an assistant dean should be 
appoi'lted. His sole function should be 
to foster the intellectual development of 
students outside of the classroom. At 
present, the task falls on a number of 
different administrators who have 
many other responsibilities. It is often 
difficult for administrators to focus Dn 
the often intangible nature of 
spiritedness beeause of their work load. 

Since the administration in so 
concerned about efficient 
management, they should create a 
dean of intellectual development that 
can oversee and encourage student 
efforts to explore the liberal arts. This 
office could coordinate 
interdisciplinary seminars, university 
readings, indepeildant projects and 
literary societies. Someone must go out 
of their way to support intellectualism 
among students. 

It is vital that student efforts receive 
direct university support and funding if 
they are to compete with fraternities 
and societies for the students' attention. 
If an assistant dean were to advise 
students how to proceed through the 
bureaucratic maze of the university, it 
would remove another obstacle to 
student projects. 

" within the university in an' open, 

.~~_t'; personal way to see the problem. They li -must overhear conversations in 
hallways and the pit visit lectures and 
film showings, and speak honestly with 
all the members of the university. 

The major adversary of such student 
efforts is the fl"aternity system. 
Because of their domination of campus 
life, they unwittingly stifle independant 
groups. There is absolutely no place for 
students to consistently meet or have 
parties outside of the fraternities. Any 
student group will want to 'fraternize 
>with their members just as the Greeks 
do. How can a literary society exist if 
there is no place for it to meet? 

. here and there is more freedom, 
however many students are not 
challenged to reconsider themselves 
when they come to Wake Forest. 

Life goes on very much as it did in 
high school. Wake· Forest does not 
introduce students to a new way of life 
by including students from across 
society. Why should students question 
their values when everyone at Wake 
Forest has the same ones? 

Along with university support of the 
students, a student center must be built 
to provide literary societies a place to 
meet. Students who are curious need a 
central place to go t.o find others who 
have similar interests. As things no\\ 
stand, it may take a freshman all year 
to find someone to talk to about his 
favorite subject. A student center 
would provide an alternative tu 
fraternity parties. Such a building 
would be the focus of campus life and 
would replace the library as the 
evening social hot spot. 

·. ;.-. 
,~; ..... 

There are a few obvious indicators 
that highlight the overall 
disinterestedness. 'For example, 

-· programs t!ult- entail 5mfte·more-tl!an 
·,.;;~~ r~u(tH ·::)l:.Ut:;t::,·~f (J JsrlJ ~·;nsrl'!) 

More important than the problem of 
space is the monopoly fraternities have 
on students' attention. The average 
student who wants to jDin in with others 
has no choice but to turn to fraternities. 
The Greeks afrfrr~}~.Jt;t!~~~ h~, j 

~· .. 
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The admissions policy is a powerful 
tool which can reshape the campus. 
Wake Forest must widen it's pool of 

;,:.,. -;: "'-.:.,. appJif=¥JtS. ,;I'herej,s .Htlle-.r~<;r_y.jJJ.n~nt 
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done outside this region. In most 
northern states Wake Forest is unheard 
of. The university could easily draw 
students from northern cities. For 
many urban high school students, the 
prospect of studying at a small liberal 
arts school in a rural atmosphere is 
very attractive. The South offers such 
students a new lifestyle in an area that 
has great economic and social promise. 

These students would break the 
homogenity of the student population. 
They would bring different attitudes 
and interests into a stale intellectual 
pool. There are many well qualified 
students who want to escape their 
urban environment and can provide the 
university with new life. 

By increasing the pool of applicants, 
Wake Forest can become more 
selective about who it accepts .. Georgia, 
Illinois, and the Northeast are areas 
that have excellent high schools with 
many qualified students who are not 
interested in attending a big Ivy League 
school. A new admissions policy is the 
single most effective means of 
improving the university. 

There are a number of academic 
reforms that would encourage student 
intellectualism. The university could 
begin a program of class readings in 
which each class would be a program of 
class readings in which each class 
would be required to read a certain 
classic text over the summer or 
Christmans vacation. The first week of 
each semester a series of seminars 
could be held in which all the students 
would participate. With such a project 
all the students would be guaranteed to 

'have had some ·contact with the 
fundamental works of western 
civilization. also topics could be 
covered that are not taught by any 

department. Every liberal arts student 
should read" Plato, Dante and Marx 
before they graduate, yet most students 
have little or no contact with these 
writers. 

There are a number of proposals to 
reorganize introductory level courses 
so that they are more than superficial 
surveys of a particular field. For 
example students should be able to 
fulfill their divisional requirements by 
taking upper level courses. In the 
humanities, a students performance in 
an upper level course is not influenced 
by the introductory course he took as a 
freshman, but by the amow1t of work he 
does for the course. 

There are many more things that 
need to be said and done before Wake 
Forest can claim to be an excellent 
school. There are abundant resources 
available; Wake Forest is not 
threatened with many of the economic 
problems other schools have. It is time 
to realize our potential and become a 
truly excellent liberal arts university. 

Daniel Purdy 

Letters 
The Old Gold and Black encourages 
members of the Wake Forest com
munity to write letters for the 
editorial page. All letters should be 
typed on a 50 space line acJ;"OSS the 
page, with double spacing. Letters 
must be signed with the author's 
phone number. Anonymity will be 
preserved after consultation with 
the editorial page editor. Strict con
fidentiality will be preserved for 
those who request it. The deadline 
for the Friday issue is previous 
Tuesday at 5:00p.m. 
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Steering committee co0rdinates election events 
Bv BEVERLY BOWYER 

· Staff Writer 

With the November election only a 
month a way. several campus 
organizations have come together to 
increase political knowledge among the 
student body. 

The culmination of these 
organizations, the Election Awareness 
'84 symposium. has planned activities 
for the remainder of October. 

The steering committee of the 
symposium is made up of 
representatives from the College 
Cnior., Pi Sigma Alpha, the politics 
department. the Politics Club, College 
Democrats, College Republicans, the 
Old Go!d and Black and the Student 
Go\·ernment Association. 

"We see a clear need for political 
awareness on campus," director of the 
College Cnion Mike Ford said. "Many 
~tudents do not consider the world 

beyond Reynolda campus while they 
are at the university." 

The symposium is· the brainchild of 
several College Union members who, 
during a conversation in the spring, 
began to debate the issues and question 
the political process. 

Ford saw this discussion as healthy, 
and he began searching for a "means 
for their dialogue to be expanded to the 
entire Wake Forest community." 

He called upon such leaders as 
chairman of the College Union Lecture 
Committee Laura Southard, treasurer 
of College 'Union Gary Styers, and 
politics editor of the OG&B Ted Bilich. 

Interested people and organizations 
on campus have arranged the activities 
that are scheduled this month. 

The Student Government Association 
is currently sponsoring an information 
booth in the pit until Oct. 1. SG 
secretary Martha McCrory hopes to jog 
the memories of college voters by 

offering information concerning 
absentee ballots. 

'!'he booth is directly sponsored by the 
SG Student Relations Commitee. The 
chairman of that committee is Wendi 
Westbrook. 

The College Union Lecture Comittee 
is planning a Senatorial debate to be 
held on Oct. 17 at R:l5 p.m. in the East 
Lounge. The debates will match top 
sides from both administrations. Gary 
Pearce, the co-director of the Jim Hunt 
Commitee will represent Governor Jim 
Hunt. David Tison. director of 
information for Helms for Senate, will 
represent incumbent Senator Jesse 
Helms. 

Southard hopes to focus in on what 
she calls "one of the most watched 
political races in the nation." 
- The CU Lecture Committee is also 
organizing a leclUI:e by political 
cartoonist Mike .f>eters, called 
"Confessions of an Editorial 

Politics Club offers debate 
By RANDY GORDY 

Sta H \.\"riter 

The Politics Club strives to provide 
Wake Forest students with a forum to 
discuss political issues. Politics Club 
m~mbers are committed to raising 
student awareness of politics on 
campus. 

l\lembers participate on political 
discuss ions and activities. Topics 
ranging from "American Involvement 
is Lt'banon" to "Religion in Politics" 
havP been issues that the club has 
discussed. 

In NovEmber, the club will be sending 
representatives to the Southern 
Political Science Meeting. In the 
spring, it will be sending members to 

• 
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can now be picked 
up at the following 
locations in addition 
to Reynolda Hall: 

Law School 

Business School 

Reynolds Gym 

Tribble Hall 

library 

Fine Arts Center 

Winston Hall 

Bowman Gray 

the International Studies Association 
Meeting. 

In preparation for the upcoming 
elections, the club is helping College 
Union plan a mock election. In addition 
to this, it is encouraging students to 
register to vote and serving as a 
clearinghouse for campaign 
information. 

Membership in the club has doubled 
since last year. Explanations for this 
increase include the fact that the club is 
now an established organization and 
that the officers have an understanding 
of the organization. 

The main reason, however, is due to 
the fact that this is an election year. 
Students find different viewpoints on 

the candidates at the meetings. These 
discussions help the students 
understand more clearly their 
candidates' stands on th<:: issues. 

"The elections are the catalyat for 
interest in the Politics Club," Mark 
Cichoek. professor of politics and 
advisor to the Pol it irs Club, said. 

Officers of the club are Steve Rowe, 
president; Ted Bilich. vice-president; 
Bob Church, secretary; and Craig 
Eller. treasurer. 

The Politics Oub is a non-partisan 
organization open to all interested 
students. l\'lembershlp is open all year 
and meetings are held every other 
week.\\ ith thP next meeting being held 
Oct.17 «l 7 p.m .. in Tribble A302. 
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Cartoonist." The lecture is scheduled 
for Oct. 22 at 8:15 p.m. in Brendle 
Recital Hall. 

Peters, a syndicated cartoonist, has 
compiled two books, "The Nixon 
Chronicles" and "Clones, You Idiot... I 
Said Clones." 

Pi Sigma Alpha, the politics honor 
society at Wake Forest, is planning a 
Campaign Fair for candidates, to be 
held Oct. 23 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the 
foyer of Reynolda HaiL Stu Epperson is 
scheduled to speak at the fair from 11 
a.m. t<> noon. 

The politics department is sponsoring 
a lecture by University of Mississippi 
political science professor Alexander 
P. Lamis. His topic will concern his 
recently published book, "The Two
Party South." 

Lamis' lecture, entitled "The Rise of 
the Two-Party South", analyzes the 
rise of competition between the 

Election Awareness '84 Schedule 

Oct. 4-11 Voter Information Booth 
The Pit 11 A.M.- 1 P.M. 

Oct. 17 N.C. Senatorial Debate 
East Lounge 8:15P.M. 

Oct. 22 Lecture: Mike Peters 
Brendle Recital Hall8:15 
P.M. 

Oct. 23 Campaign Fair 
Reynolda Foyer 11 A.M. 
4P.M. 

Oct. 23 Lecture: Dr. Alexander 
Lamis 
DeTamble Auditorium 4 
P.M. 

Oct. 30 Faculty /Student 
Presidential Debate 
East Lounge 8:15P.M. 

Oct. 31 Mock Elections 

Read Belvadere 

Each Week 
In The 

OG&B· 

-

·Republicans and the Democrats in the 
South. The lecture, sponsored by 
professor of politics Jack Fleer, will be 
held on Oct. 23 at 4 p.m. in DeTamble 
Auditorium. 

A Faculty-Student Presidential 
Debate, also spollSOred by the CU 
Lecture. Committee, is scheduled to be 
held Oct. 30 ·at 8:15 p.m. in the East 
Lounge. 

Representing the Democratic 
viewpoint will be associate professor of 
education Joseph Milner, and Bill 
Morgan, a Wake Forest senior. 

Representing tbe Republicans will be 
physics professor Robert Brehme and 
senior Lee Nelson. 

The men wiD present research, 
provide current perceptions of the 
candidates and answer questions from 

. the floor.· The purpose of the debate, 
Southard said, is to ''shed light on the 
complexity" of this presidential race. 

The Politics Club, a bipartisan 
organization, is sponsoring a mock 
election for the presidential, senatorial, 
congressional, and gubernatiorial 
offices. The mock elections will be held 
oct. 31. 

Professor Mark Cichock of the 
politics department is the faculty 
advisor of the group. Cichock is also the 
moderator of the College Union 
Faculty-student presidential debate. 

Throughout the month of October, the 
OG&B fs conducting a straw poll to tap 
the political opinions of students on 
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Violinist performs at Disney Epcot Center 
By MARYBETH SUtTON 

FealurO!i Editor 

When Jan Fisher auditioned to 
perform in Epcot Center's all
American College Symphony 
Orchestra, along with over 1,000 
talented musicians from Maine to 
california, she hardly expected to be 
one of the 43 selected for the honor. 
Fischer, a junior music minor at Wilke 
Forest, submitted her resume last 
February, auditioning in Cincinnati, 
Ohio since it is close to her hometown, 
Columbus. 

"I was ready to audition at nine in the 
morning," Fischer said, "but didn't get 
to play until three in the afternoon, so I 
was a bit anxious. And I kept thinking 
about the eight hour drive I had back to 
Wake." · 

The auditions consisted primarily of 
sight-reading; the setting was made as 
comfortable as possible_ by Walt Disney 
World's Jim Christensen, who directed 
the orchestra once selected. 

Fischer began playing the violin in 
the fourth grade, because she wasn't 
yet old enough to play the flute: 
"Although I did go on to play the flute 
for a few years, I never liked it as much 
as the violin. The most challenging 
thing about playing the violin is no 
matter how long you've practiced, 
there is always more to do, a higher 
level of playing to attain." 

"Dad even tried guitar lessons for a 
while," Fischer laughed, "but he 
wasn't able to stick it out."Fischer 
shared a special weekend with her 
family when they came down to Florida 
to visit her, spending time at Key 
Largo, cape Kennedy and getting to see 
the Jacksons' concert. 

Entertaining millions of Disney 
Epcot-Center visitors, Fischer spent an 
e;citing summer learning show 
business from the inside, performing 
and studying Disney techniques. 

"The thing that I enjoyed most was 
having the opportunity to meet other 
musicians from all parts of the country 
and especially getting the chance to 
work with so many wonderful guest 
artists," Fischer said. "It was 
fascinating to get the 'inside scoop' on 
many aspects of the music business. 
The assistant director of Radio City 
Music Hall was impressed enough with 
our group that he offered to set up 
auditions for Broadway, should any of 
us travel to New York." 

The orchestra worked with such 
noted composers_, arrangers and 
performers as Marvin Hamlisch, John 
Green, Richard Carpenter and Toni 
Tennille. They performed with 22 
guests in _ the 11 week workshop, 

· including not only entertainers, but 
classical artists, film and T.V. score 
composers-from the composer of 
"A-Team" to "Hawaii Five.()." 

even stayed around to• play Trivial 
Pursuit with us. I was really interested 
to hear what they had to say about the 
music world." 

Richard carpenter, who has been 
working on a new album soon to be 
released told Fischer and her 

' ' 
comrades his music will never be the 
same without his sister Karen." 

"He's accepted her death," Fischer 
said, "but everyone sensed the loss. It 
was especially sad when he played 
some of the old songs they had 
performed together.'' 

Fischer was surprized to learn from 
composer Marvin Hamlisch of "A 
Chours Line" fame, that he often comes 
up with the title of a song first, then 
writes the music. "H~ thought 'The 
Way We Were' sounded like a neat title 
song," Fischer said, "then he wrote the 
score." 

Of all the people Fischer had the 
privilege to work with, she admired 
80-year-old John Green the most. A 
Harvard graduate, Green worked 
closely with George Gershwin and 
Leonard Bernstein. · 

"He is an incredible musician," 
Fischer said, "and such a warm caring 
person. I can't believe he still does all 
he does at 80-yearso{)ld!" 

Housed in apartments 20 minutes 
from the park, Fischer found her only 
discomfort to be the heavy polyster 
uniforms they had to wear in the hot 
Florida sun. 

"Sometimes it was difficult to go out 
on stage with a big smile, pretending to 
be thrilled about playing the same 
music again. But Disney World has a 
wonderful policy concerning guests
everyone who comes is very special. 
We weren't employees-we were host 
and hostesses, with an obligation to see 
that each guest was treated with 
respect. That's what makes Disney 
World such a pleasant place to visit." 

Vivid in Fischer's mind is the day she 
and friends got to go into the Magic 
Kingdom as characters-she was Dr. 
Hook's sidekick, Mr. Smee of "Peter 
Pan" fame. 

"We loved getting all that attention," 
Fischer said. "Everyone was hounding 
us for autographs and pictures, and one 
little girl asked me to bend down, then 
kissed me on the nose." 

Though Fischer dosen't have definite 
plans concerning what she will do with 
her future, she feels music will always 
be an interest that enhances her life. 
For now her goal is to play at the 
highest level she can attain. 

Wake Forest sophomore Jane Fischer played with famous musicians such as Toni 
Tennille, Marvin Hamlisch and Ri~hard Carpenter at Disney's Epcot Center last 
summer. 

Fischer is one of several talented 
musicians in her family. Her mother 
plays the piano, her older sister~ello, 
trombone and piano, and younger 
sister--trumpet, french-horn, viola and 
piano. 

"It was unbelievable getting to work 
with such talented and famous 
musicians," Fischer said. "They'd 
always stay a few days, and after 
rehearsals, they'd sit around and chat 
with us just like friends. Toni Tennille 

Learning from the young people she 
lived with was also a special experience 
for Fischer: "I lived with another 
violinist, violist and celloist in the 
orchestra-we played together as a 
chamber quartet just for fun 
sometimes. It was so rewarding getting 
to know such exceptionally talented 
people. One of my friends had already 
played on two albums!" 

"I just got a thoughtful card from an 
elderly man who attended every one of 
our performances," Fischer said. 
"Music lias always been rewarding for 
me as a performer-it has opened so 
many doors, but never until this 
summer did I realize the extent to 
which music could touch other people." 

Carter travels country Schoonmaker researches 
German political party 

By MICHAEL D. TAFEL 
Staff Writer 

Greens are part of the post
materialistic revolution- a "motley" 
crew whose di!renchantment with 
modern society has led them to 
organize a political party on their own 
terms, terms which often question the 
attitudes and beliefs of most Germans. 
This party's concern with quality of life 
is.>ues, and their vehement position 
against nuclear power and weapons, is 
better understood in light of this. 

English professor enjoys bird watching 
While many Wake Forest professors 

and students had a welcomed vacation 
from their scholarly pursuits, Donald 
Schoonmaker spent nearly six weeks in 
what he terms his "laboratory" the 
nation of West Germany. 

The specific mission of this professor 
of politics was to research and study the 
Greens, a new c:ounter-cultural 
!~fCOl~IMI-rty. Schoonmaker's 
la~~ was greatly aided 
by the excellent libraries and 
information centers in Germany. Such 
as the Staatibibliothek in Munich, one 
of the best libraries in Europe. 
Interviews with party officials and 
political corespondents, including 
Elizabeth Pond of the "Christian 
Science Monitor," also helped his 
pursuits. 

Schoonmaker owes his great interest 
in German politics to Harry Eckstein, 
an emigre who now lives in Germany 
and is a noted expert on German and 
western European politics. Largely 
because of his relationship with 
Eckstein, and the information that 
Schoonmaker consequently obtained, 
Schoonmaker realized the need to 
Understand moder~ Germany and its 
relation to the tragedy of the Nazis. 

His interest in literature alerted him 
to ~he generational problem in 
Oermany, a problem not apparent in 
the study of social sciences. 
Furthermore, his intrigue with political 
groups which go against the grain led 
him to the Green party, a citizen 
iniative is generally composed of 
middle class activists in their late 20's 
and 30's. 

Schoonmaker said, this political 
group like many others, must be 
understood as a reaction of the student 
revolts in the 60's, which led to even 
more radical and violent reactions in 
Germany, such as terrorism. Thus, the 

,.. 

With his recent findings- and those of 
other' previous visits, as 'well as his 
constant research and study of 
Germany, Schoonmaker is now in the 
process of writing a book on the 
significance of this party for the West 
German political system, including a 
chapter on the importance of grass 
roots political groups in western 
democracies. 

Schoonmaker has great admiration 
for the cultural achievements of the 
Germans as a whole, and likewise their 
inclination for hard work and 
seriousness in considering important 
issues. However, he points out the 
possibility that perhaps they are a little 
too serious in many respects. In 
particular, the German response to 
modern industrialization- that of an 
extremely competitive, industrial 
society, in contrast with that of more 
traditional nations (such as France and 
Italy)- worries Schoonmaker. 

Outside of his research, teaching and 
family, Schoonmaker devotes what 
little time remains to his other political 
related interests- local black history, 
grass roots parties in the U.S. and 
political speeches in general. Although 
his interest in sports has been gradually 
replaced by those mentioned, 
Schoonmaker can be frequently seen 
jogging near the university, and on rare 
occasions playing basketball. 

For the moment, though, the distant 
yet a crucial nation of Germa.ny 
remains predominant in the mind of 
this professor. 

By LISA ORMAND 
Staff Writer 

Many students regard Reynolda Gardens as only_ 
a good place to jog, but for professor of English 
John Carter the gardens are the best place in the 
country to indulge his intere~:ot in birdwatching. 
Carter began birding about 12 years ago when he 
encountered some birdwatchers in Reynolda 
Gardens, and his natural curiosity led him to pay 
more attention to what he was seeing and hearing 
while walking in the gardens. 

Now he is appalled when he sees someQne 
listening to the radio in the gardens when there is so 
much else to enjoy. "The constant envelope of noise 
which surrounds the present generation" is 
disturbing to Carter. He said it is similar to building 
a "technological wall" between oneself and the 
environment. 

Because of the mixed habitat of fields, woods, and 
water, the gardens attract around 140 species of 
birds. Carter explains that spring is the best time 
for birding. Birds are !'.asier to sight (in the spring) 
as they are actively searching for food and wearing 
their brightest mating plumage-and easier to hear 
as they are singing to make. territorial claims. 

It is more challenging to make a sighting in the 
fall. Birds' feathers are duller; they do not sing; the 
leaves are more dense. It is also harder to identify 
the immature birds whose plumage has not 
developed into conventional patterns. "Birding in 
the fall is for the dedicated," Carter said. 

Carter traveled to the California coast this 
summer to see some different species from those of 
the East Coast. He said it was a productive area for 
birds with a mixture of sea, shore and woodland 
birds. 

The human population is less dense on the nothern 
California coast, making it better for birding than 
the southern coast. Manv shore birds are sensitive 
to human proximity, ·he explained, but it is 
astonishing how well many woodland birds adapt to 
suburban habitats. Carter has also birded in Maine, 
Florida and the Olympic Peninsula. 

He spoke of many other places he would like to 
visit, but he said there is also "the urge to go back 
and find what you didn't find before. Birding is like 
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Farce delights audience Poetry accompanies music ''Dead Kingdom" 
By HILARY E. DROZDOWSKI 

Arls Editor 

The crisp autumn weather was the perfect ambiance for the Wake Forest 
Theatre's production of Philip King's farce "See How They Run" last Friday night. 

The drama's setting is the vicarage in Merton-Cum-Meddlewick, England in 
September 1944. Mary Wayne's scenic design gave the production an immediate 
aura of simple British elegance. Prominently located were numerous doors which 
are essential to the movement of a farce. 

No detail of a proper vicarage was omitted, even down to a bottle of cooking 
sherry as the only available alcoholic beverage available in the household. 

The cast of the play, surprisingly small for a college theatre production, fulfilled 
their roles quite well. Jeremy James Huggins, as the Reverand Toop, brought to his 
role the appropriate measures of bumbling and pedantry. 

He stumbled through the play alternately prim and proper and ludicrous. The fact 
that Huggins is from Britain added credibility to an already fine performance. 

Theresa Malis, as Penelope Toop, the vicar's wife, retained a blase demeanor 
perfectly suited to the role of former actress, now vicar's wife from the 
play's beginning, with Mrs. Toop running through her voice exercises, hideously 
and hilariously off-key, the social stratification so common in British society, and 
often the food for a farce, was apparent in Malis's performance. The gentry of the 
village frown upon her, while the working class seems to enjoy a comraderie with 
her. 

In the midst of the dizzy comings and goings of Act 1, Scene 2, Malis assumes a 
comic indifference to the bedlam in her household which emphasizes the 
theatricality of Penelope's personality. Malis gave a well-rounded, enjoyable 
performance. 

One of the most endearing and truly comic performances of the evening was given 
by Melba O'Banion Heffelfinger is Ida, the vicar's maid. Heffelfinger synthesized 
the "proper working gjrl" attitude with a batty, out-of-wack "cockney girl." Her 
timing was excellent and she kept the tempo of the play going at a brisk clip. 
comic indifference to the bedlam in her household which emphasizes the 
busybody, Ida is sc~ndalous, yet efficient. Heffelfmger gave one of the strongest 
performances of the evening and richly deserved the more than warm round of 
applause she received. 

By MARTI GREENE 
Stall Writer 

Wake Forest arts patrons heard 
the works of English poet Geoffrey 
Chaucer and some of his 
contemporaries come to life in the 
Brendle. Recital Hall last Friday 
evening. 

English department chairman 
Robert Shorter and the Wake 
Forests Consort presented "Music 
and Poetry from the Age of 
Chaucer," a program of literary 
selections in Middle English with 
accompanying music of' various 
European composers. The extensive 
program notes and Shorter's 
comfortable familiarity with the 
texts made his reading~"elear, and 
the Consort's expef( performance 
exposed the audience to musical 
works representative of the 
fourteenth century. 

Dressed in period costumes, the 
four Consort members accompanied 
Shorter's reading of passages from 
Chaucer's poetry. Teresa 
Radomski, voice instructer at Wake 
Forest, sang and played the 
organetto. Campus music/reference 
librarian Helen Rifas was the 
program's harpist and 
percussionist. Selina Carter, Wake 

Forest cello instructer, played the 
viola da garnba, recorder and 
krummhorn. Stewart Carter, who 
teaches music history and theory 
and directs the Collegium Musicum 
at Wake Forest, performed on the 
sackbut, recorder and krummhorn. 
Most of the instruments used in the 
program are authentic and belong to 
the university. 

The dual presentation clearly 
demonstrated the great influence 
which France and Italy had on the 
arts in Europe during the 1300's. 
Although the Consort did perform a 
few English pieces, most of their 
music sel'ections were by 
Frenchman Guillaume de Machaut 
and the Italian composer Francesco 
Landini. The Consort also played 
works by Pykini, John Dunstable, 
Johannes Simon Hasprois and 
several anonymous composers. 

Sltorter gave readings from some 
of Chaucer's most famous works. 
Excerpts from The Book of the 
Duchess, "Merciless Beauty" and the 
"ABC of Our Lady" showed the 
influence of French literature on the 
structure of Chaucer's poetry. The 
Italian flavor was evident in 
passages from "Troilus and 
Criseyde" and in "The Knight's 

· Tale." 

Montague. elaborates 
"vehement" poetry 

By JANET MOREDOCK 
Slllf!Wri~ 

"I see my poems as novels with the in-betwen parts left out," John Montague said 
··in an interview last Wednesday. "They are without all that is so burdensome." · 

Montague, born in Brooklyn, New York, and now living in Cork, Ireland, has 
been writing poetry since he was eighteen. · · 

"I originally wanted to be an journalist or novelist. There was a group of 
intellectuals at school whose. members wrote poetry which many students were 
very excited about. I decided that I could write poems as good as theirs, and I did.;, 

When asked to trace the development of certain themes in his poetry, MontagUe 
pointed to the history of Ireland as the source of many of the recurring theme5: 

"What has happened in Northern Ireland is terrible. From 1916 to 1922, both sides 
of my family were nearly destroyed. I began by trying to explain the effect of 
Ireland's history on my family. As I was doing this, I came to feel very strongly 
toward Ireland. It was intense feeling for N4,t~{:.~ 

Out of this intense feeling for nature cy:~!!i( ¢everal of the themes that are 
represented in a collection of Montague's ~-~ntjtled "Dead Kingdom," from 
which the poet chose most of his readiilgs for last''I;hursday's poetry reading. 

The poems illustrate in rich, earthly imag~ry the revelling pleasure Montague 
takes in the sights, sounds and smells of natUre, bur'bitter disgust gives a hollower 
ring to poems about nature v.iolated. v.·~·· 

, "Someone described my poetry as vehemil;nt,'~ Montague said before he began the 
reading in DeTamble Auditorium. "I think the veb~ence is necessary, it should be 
there, because I love this Earth." ' · 

Another strong performance was given by Susan Loeffler as Miss Skillon. Miss 
Skillon is the village old maid and busybody. Arriving at the vicrage early in the 
play, Loeffler's portrayal was reminiscent of Katherine Hepburn in "The Corn is 
Green", even down to the bicycle she rode. Dancer lectures 

Montague feels that man must learn to. underStand nature through both the 
sciences and the arts. Poets, he said, have a leading role in pushing toward thiS 
understanding. · 

''There is presumed to be a war between the arts and science. There should be no 
division-weare both in society and we are both looking for truth. · 

Later in the play when Miss Skillon is intoxicated, Loeffler's performance 
reached a peak of hilarity as she drunkenly wheels in and out of the front-room 
closet. 

John Cavanaugh and Larry Bruse French contributed strong supporting 
performances as Corporal Winton and the Bishop of Lax. Cavanaugh, as the flippant 
soldier, was the catayst for most of the action of the play. The way he lithely dove 
around the vicarage, fabricating muddle after muddle, provided a perfect counter 
for Toop's bumbling-almost doltish--behavior. 

The Bishop of Lax, as played by French, was outrageously appalled at the 
happenings in the vicarage. He ambled through the play demanding explanations 
for all and getting none; instead he becomes intertwined in the farce. French looked 
his caricature. 

The Intruder, Reverend Arthur Humphrey, and Sergeant Towers, played by 
Brian Bakke, Randy Sharpe and David T. Wiley respectively, played their roles 
well and seemed to blend into the play instead of detracting from the action of the 
play. Sharpe played the mild, confused Humphrey especially convincingly. 

The lighting design, by Jonathan Christman, filtered warmth and the appropriate 
amount of subduedness needed to center the focus of the play on the purely physical 
action. 

Donna LaGrange's costuming was standard and tastefully chosen. The costume 
for Ida the maid emphasized her daffy and charming personality. Miss Skillon's 
tweeds were also well done. 

'• ''I "' 

COLLEGE 
UNION 

By JANNA HARRELL 
Slaff Writer 

The week-long residency of modern 
dancer and choreographer, Sharon 
Kinney, was culminated last Saturday 
with a lecture-dance presentation held 
in Wait Chapel. 

Kinney came to Wake Forest as a 
part of the Dance Series, to teach 
classes, perform, and also to 
choreograph a piece for the repetoire of 
the Wake Forest Dance Company. 

Born in Colombus, Ohio, Kinney 
began her formal training in dance at 
age five, but she said "I've really been 
dancing since I was about 10 minutes 
old!" 

In 1977 Kinney began working 
seriously on her own choreography. She 
said she had reached a point where she 
"didn't want anyone else"-she wanted 
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FroDl The N.C. 

School Of The Arts 
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Tickets available in the College Union Office 
from 11:00 to 4:00p.m. Monday thru Friday. 

her own style. 
In addition to choreographing her 

own work, she choreographed and 
appeared in the movie "Popeye," and 
also choreographed the off-Broadway 
musical "In Trousers ... '' 

Presently Kinney is on the faculty at 
Virginia Commonwealth University in 
Richmond, Virginia. She also leaches 
master classes and conducts teaching 
residencies and workshops across the 
country. 

The dancer especially enjoys 
choreographing and teaching. 

In her lecture-demonstration, Kinney 
talked about her life as a dancer and 
also performed two solos which she had 
choreographed for herself. The piece 
which she had choreographed for the 
Wake Forest Dance Company was also 
performed that afternoon. 

, - - ~ ."'"..t~o. ~ 
·~ ... ~..,.. ........... _. - ........ ~-~··""':' .......... 

We poets should bave been gone long ago, we are outdated. But here we are, at th~ 
forefront of human endeavor." 

Seeking the truth involves trying to understand the mysteries of life. Experiences 
are mystifying phenomena, with an added mist of emotion, which gives Montague's 
poetry its vibrance, "concealed behind the words." ' 

In several readings from "The Great Cloak," Montague brought to life the many 
mysteries of love. "The Great Cloak" is a collection of poems that documents 
decay, distruction and renewal in the relationship between man and woman·. 

This relationship is the hardest to maintain, said Montague, because of'its 
demands, but it is also the potentially the most rewarding. The relationship between 
man and wife is the closest one may come from escaping being "closed in his own 
world of sense and memory." Nevertheless, Montague expresses in "That Room" 
from "The Great Cloak" a sense of the ultimate aloneness of the individual. 

"All our lives are a kind of mystery. We live in a kind of dream from place to 
place. We go on in this extraordinary dance, following instincts inside. We must live 
by these instincts, this instinct for what belongs to us. It is so easy to be betrayed, to 
betray others." 
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Richman :.,prqvides unique 
collec~ion of. goQd music ' '-

By KEN KOERNER Some of his songs are really zany. 
Slafl Writer "Stop 'j.'his car" is a short number 

about a madcap ride he took with a lady 
Jonathon Ri~ is one of the most driver. 

interesting artiSts in music to$y. "Not Yet Three" is Richman's 
Jonathon Richman~ and bis ever:· interpretation of the thoughts of· an 
changing group, the Modem Lov~, infant. "Those Conga Dreams" is my 
have released several albums that each favorite song ori this record and 
maintain a distinct sound. - because it has a wild conga drum with a 

· The Modern ·LoVers' album . that fast, quick-hitting set of lyrics. 
included Jerry _HarrisOn, now with the All of Richman's songs relate him 
Talking .Heads, co.ntains the he:itvily personally to his audience. ;rhrough 
eleetric hit "Roacirunner". Richman's each song I learned more about how he 
"Back In :Your Life" aibum is ba~cally thinks about things. 
an· acoustic album_ that stresses SQme songs such as "Stop This Car" 
Jonathon's vocals.and,acousti~;guitar. . are very comical, while other songs, 

. , . · . · s·m)r.:-1 such as ''When I'm Walking" are quite 
In ll.lchman. s J~test ,.J .. ~l~j.js~,., serious. I know of no other performer 

. :•Jon.at~on S1ngs. ', aLti~~~~~ _ -~.~~es as hard as Richman does to 
com~mation. of· fo~ and P~X~, ,:;gM~JiimseH directly to the audience. 

.music, be emphasazes .an .. ~.~~~~~mi' .· I.was fortunate enough to see him on 
sound. Each song on .this recJ)rd }S~·L . .tour this summer. His one and a half 
little b~t. different, as well' as' vJrr·' '·il~ set included many songs from 
en~llllJJg. . .. ; : ;··, 1 ~,. -•• ~;;ronathon Sings" as well as other old 

Richman does many. ~~ ~~ ,~)1 _:-,Javorites and spontaneQUS creations. 
alb~ that ~~t artis~ woul~, not Richman emphasizes a fundamental 
cons1~er .. In _The N~~~bo~~ ,,, a but entertaining sound, that keeps him 
m_amed Riclm_l8n has a conv~~on , ,_ .~tune with his audience. His songs are 
~th ~ Ja~y friend about tb~ posSJb~e highly original, and his vocals are 
1mphcahons of .. the neighbor s intirely unique. Jonathon Richman is 
knowledge rr her VISit. one Of a kind: 

ACROSS 

1 Dawn 
goddess 

4 Meaningful 
shoulder 
expression 

9 Possessed 
·12 African 

antelope 
13 Style of 

automobile 
14Guldo's 

high note 
15 Appropriate 
17 Girl's 

nickname 
19 Additional 
20 River duck 
21 Leave out 
23 Birds 
27 FI0W01'8 
29 Mountains of 

Europe 
30 Note of scale 
31 Exist 
32 Fortune-

telling card 
34Suitable 
35 Note of scale 
36 Transaction 
37 Muse of 

poetry 

a9 Scene of 
Shake
speare's 
''Hamlet" 

42 Smooth 
-43 Walk in water 
44 City in 

Nevada 
46 Odor 
48 Keep within 

limits 
51 Evergreen 

tree 
52 Perch 
54 Period 

of time 
55 Bushy clump 
56 Recipient 

clgifl 
57 Parent: 

colloq. 

DOWN 

1 Urge on 
2 Number 
3 Guess 
4 Mark lett 

by wound 
5Sharpens 
6 Regret 
'1 Above 
8 Produce 

9Greeling 
10 Everyone 
11 Period of 

time 
16 Speck 
18Nobleman 

1 20 Edible tuber 
21 Pope's scarf 
22 Ethical 
24 Less tainted 
251ndlte 
26Surglca1 

thread 
28Norm 
33 Century plant 
34 Treated 

carefully 
36 Old name lor 

Thailand 
38 Lease 
40 Saber 
41 Worn away 
45 Heraldry: 

grafted 
46 Rear of ship 
47 Spanish for 

uriver" 
4!! Study 
49 Anglo-Saxon 

money 
50 Young boy 
53 Hawaiian 

bird 

CROSS 
WORD 
PUZZLE_ 

Puzzle Answer 

BROWNSBORO CLEANING CENTER 
q665 Brownsboro Road 

Winston-Salem, NC 27106 
Telephone: 727-9q24 

Coin Operated Laundrymat 
Clean and Spacious 

Video Game, Snack and Drink Machines 
Wash, Dry and Fold Service Available 

Open 7: 00 AM to 1 0:00 PM Daily and Holidays 

S.H. Subs 
Open: 

11:00 a.m. · 8:00 p.m. 
725-1200 

4185 Brownsboro Road 

For Wake Forest Students: 
An Sub . $200 ~~~~~: 
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Busey's performance is magical 
· By ELIZABETH ASHELY 

EaleriU!men' Edllar 

Gary Busey, as coach Paul Bryant, 
steals every scene in' the movie "The 
Bear." No one else even stands a 
chance. 

It is to Busey's credit that the fllm is a 
success. If Bear Bryant had been 
played with less ,rmesse, the mOVie 
would have failed 

"The Bear" traces the career of 
coach Paul"Bear" Bryant form age 18 
to 69. The film rarely leaves that aspect 
of Bryant's life. When it does, it gets 
lost. 

The Bear's fllSt long-term coaching 
job was at the Uiliversity of Kentucky. 
At Kentucky, be turned a lasing team 
into a winning one. · 

But Kentucky's game . was/is 
basketball and it is best pointed out in 
the movie at a coach's award banquet. 
'J;'be basketball coach is persented with 
a- beautiful, white convertible cadillac. 

Bryant · who bad just made 
Kentucky's lootball team a success, 
was presented with an ingraved silver 
lighter. Thusendedtbe~'scareerat 
Kentucky. 

From Kentucky, Bryant moved on to 
Texas :A & M. The Aggie's, under 

BELVEDERE 

Bryant, trained in the small Texas town 
of Junction. 

The training was gruelling and 
punishing. Many players finally quit, 
but those who stayed on formed a 
highly motivated and winning team. 

In fact, the Junction scenes are 
probably the best in the movie. This is 
real football, not the sanitized version 
as seen on television. ~e. get to see the 
mud, sweat and sore muscles. 

The training is absolutely unending. 
In the movie, a couple of the players 
can be seen "escaping" from the 
Junction training camp each night. One 
player says he can't quit because of his 
scholarship .. .free room and board. He 
just hopes he dosen't die. 

Bear haq ingeniqils ways of getting 
his players to .practice. His players 
figured they had a morning off when the 
Bear asked them to go to church with 
him on Sunday morning. 

After getting 100 percent cooperation, 
he informed the players that, after 
practice, they would eat breakfast, 
shower and go. The team slept throUgh 
the service. 

Bryant always managed to get 110 
percent out of his players. But even 
more than that, he demanded that they 

BY CRENSHAW 

Gary ·Busey portrays coach Paul 
Bryant in "The Bear.'' 

always conduct themselves with class 
and dignity. 

Bryant returned to his alma mater, 
the University of Alabama, in 1957. As 
head coach, Bryant took the Crimson 
Tide, once the joke of the SEC, and 
turned them into a major force to be 
reckoned with. 

Bryant's 26 years at Alabama· hardly 
Deedl to be expounded on. They speak 
ror themselves. . 

Win or lose, Bryant's teams were 
known for their class and tenacity. The 
Bear made sure of that. 

I must admit, however, that my 
perspective going into the movie may 
be slightly different than other's. I am 
from an SEC football town, Knoxville, 
where the biggest rivalry is against 
Alabama. 

But no matter how badly 
Knoxvillians wanted to see Alabama 
get stopmed, there was always 
something about the Bear that we had 
to admire. The Bear was special and we 
knew it. 

It is from this standpoint that I saw 
"The Bear." Someone who doesn't care 
much for football or Bear Bryant might' 
consider this movie slow and maudline, 
but I liked it. 

"The Bear" could have been a really 
boring football story, but it was told 
with humor and compassion. Thanks to 
Gary Busey, it manages to bring back 
the aura that surrounded the Bear. 

Comedy is alive and well 
By EUZABETH ASHLEY 

Ellterialnmenl Editor 

Hodgson. Some of his material really 
hit, some didn't, but, for the most part, 
he was good. 

Knoxville, Tenn. is a town starved for Of course, I went to see Joel Hodgson, 
entertainment, a town in need of a few who was on "Late Night with David 
laughs. Letterman" the Tuesday before the 

I am happy to report that now there is performance in Knoxville. 
a place where we Knoxvillians can go In fact, when Letterman announced 
for some good comedy. That's right, that Hodgson would be appearing in 
Knoxville now has a "Funnybone." Knoxville, a chuckle arose from the 

My sister and I decided we would audience. I wasn't surprised. 
check it out one weekend when I was Hodgson was 1 hilarious. I had seen 
home. Having never been to a comedy bits and pieces of his act on Letterman 
club before, I really had no idea of what and "Saturday Night Live," but this 
ot expect. I did know that at least part was Hodgson on long play. 
of the show would be funny because Hedid·allofhisbeststuff,suchasthe 
Joel Hodgson was performing that canary of a bobsled and Superman 

'ght climbing the microphone wire. ru . 
We made reservations the evening Hodgson could sing any old television 

before and we were guaranteed jingle for any product which the 
seating, but we still had to stand in line. audience suggested. He sang the Slinky 
This was my chance to scan the crowd. toy song, Creepy Crawlers and Gumby, 

. It wasn't quite what I had in mind. 1 among others. 
---· ·:> .. ··~:..-~ .,nm:·,-•l'ii.W?:'-,~'"''""'-~""""""""'..,u..,Plav~M....t ....... _,l'l,te.Jlame -uau-~A!""-"""' a \:f•J. C91 "6t>'Cf<JWU)'"llm , __ ::::!>U-'<0 "'· ' ~ --~1--

the people who showed up were more with two women from the a_udience a~~ JU61' W11EI<E PID 'YOU AND 8E:I.VEDE~ 8IJY 
'THOSE EGG-6 ~ "' 

Trtt•• t 1 "-"'I for total beauty J:ledken• 
"•' "''· t1on Cltt' lnO' ~a 

@REDKEN® 

............. ~ ..... ..._a...,.-.-

HAIR UNLIMITED 

• PRECISION HAIR CUTTING • STYLING • PERMS 
• CREATIVE HAIR COLOR • WAXING • FACIALS & 
COSMETICS • MANICURES • SCULPTURED NAILS 

WILLIAM SHEETS - OWNER 
OPEN 

MON-SAT 

724·7181 724·3171 

NORTH POINT BLVD AT UNIVERSITY PLAZA ~ 1••·1 

middle-aged, hardly the type who Mutant Joel Hodgson with another 
would be acquainted with Joel volunteer. 
Hodgson. Mutant Joel Hodgson's "."ere foam 

We were only in line for about five rubber cut-outs that glowed m the dark 
minutes and then we moved in. Because or multiplied without explanation. 
of my own mistake, my sister and I Hodgson said that they were victims of 
almost had to sit with two rather nuclear waste. 
undesirable men. Some might claim that Hodgson, 

My sister quickly remedied the himself, is a victim of a nuclear 
situation and we moved into a side accident. He always acts as if he has 
table. We got strange looks from the just awoken from a deep sleep. 
undesirables. Of course, my sister and I had good 

The room was full for the 9:45 show. attitudes and a great time. I hope that 
It smelled of smoke and it was really the Knoxville "Funnybone" keeps up 
cramped. The fire marshall would have the good work. 
had a good time with it. All of Hodgson's performance was 

The show actually began at 10:10, but very funny. Everything he did, worked, 
it was worth the wait. .and the audience reacted favorably to 

The MC was from Saint Louis and his perforreance. 
was very entertainlng. He played the I'm not sure that the Knoxville crowd 
guitar and sang adulterated versions of knew exactly what to expect. I'm sure 
popular songs. the performners were concerned about 

I was pleasantly suprised. I mean, if that. My sister and I could tell that 
you were a budding comedian, would there were some people who obviously 
Knoxville Tennessee be your choice of did not want to be there. 
club da~? There was one man sitting in the 

Ed Driscoll was the first stand-up corner who didn't laugh at a thing. It is 
performer. His was basic stand-up my feeling that he was coerced into 
comedy, as opposed to that of Joel going to the "Funnybone" by his 

girlfriend. He had a poor attitude. 

JCPenney 
Styling Salon 

Winston-Salem, Hanes Mall7115·11369 
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Cardiac program 

benefitS patients 
By KAREN HAAKE 

and 
KRISTA YOUNG 

Stall Wrilrrs 

Each Monday morning at 7:30, 
Wake Forest University extends its 
athletic facilities to Dr. Paul Ribisl's 
Cardiovascular Rehabilitation 
Program. Entering its ninth year, 
the program teaches behavior 
modification for victims of heart 
disease. 

Perhaps you have seen the nearly 
200 cheerful participants jogging 
around the track. Exercise is but a 
small part of their commitment to 
fitness. The program also 
emphasizes stress management, 
nutritional awareness and provides 
counseling for any obstacles the 
recovering patient may face. 

Physical Education Research 
First of a three part series 

Educating the patient is of the 
utmost importance because as 
"behavior modification" implies, 
the success of the program lies. not 
only in attendance three times a 
week, but in the patient's adaption of 
a new way of life. The program 
consists of three stages: beginner, 
ad\ial!l!ed and maintenance. The 
patient entering on the beginner 
level must be referred by a 
physician. Each patient performs a 
basic workout while staying within 
his own limitations. The beginner 
stage, which lasts three months, 
prescribes a ten minute walking 
warmup followed by stretching 
exercises. 

The major portion of the workout 
is devoted to thirty minutes of 

• 

activity in the patient's target heart 
range. This activity may be walking, 
jogging, stationary bicycling or 
swimming ·depending on the 
individual's physical condition. The 
advanced and maintenance 
programs intensify the workout and 
leave more responsibility to the 
patient. 

During the course of a workout, 
the patient's heart rate and blood 
pressure are monitored carefully. 
This is to ensure the patient's safely 
as well as verifying the desired 
heart rate. Detailed charts of 
weight, blood pressure, heart rate 
and any complications are kept on 
each patient. 

A run and part time staff make the 
program possible. Dr. Ribisl, who 
pioneered the program, is aided by 
Professor of Cardiology Dr. Miller. 

Don Bergey serves as exercise 
coordinator and Dave Singer as lab 
coordinator. Several graduate 
students are exercise leaders and 
undergraduate volunteers are 
always welcome. · 

These people play· an important 
role in the program's success by 
providing the daily motivation for 
continued improvement. Graduate 
students are assigned groups of 12 to 
15 people who they work with on a 
personal basis. This fosters an 
atmosphere of social comraderie. 

The cardiovascular rehabilitation 
program is highly successful with 
the annual enrollment climbing. It 
has already attained the status of 
being the largest in the state. The 
positive attitude of the program is 
epitomized by the sign that greets 
Dr. Ribisl's patients each morning-
"Success isn't final, Failure isn't 
fatal." 

This week in sports 
DATE SPORT EVENT 
Fri., Oct. 5 Volleyball Towson State Inv. 

otts 
Friday, Octobers, 1984 

ns to tangle with Spiders 
By ROB GLOVER 

Stafr \\'ritf"r 

The Deacons head to the University 
of Richmond this weekend in hopes of 
gaining a crucial non-conference win 
before they again return t~ their 
Atlantic Coast Conference foes. 

This past Saturday. the Deacons 
travelled to College Park, Maryland to 
play the Terrapins of the University of 
Maryland. Wake Forest was 
attempting to win their second straight 
ACC road game, a feat that they had not 
accomplished since 1975. Yet, even with 
the loss of senior quarterback Frank 
Reich, the Terrapins overmatched the 
Deacons, 38-17. 

"We went up to Maryland knowing 
the degree of the challenge in front of 
us," Coach AI Groh said. "We knew 
that we would have to play very well 
and expected to do that. In order to 
defeat the ACC champion, we would 
have had to play like champions, but 
obviously, we did not do that for the 
entire sixty minutes." 

The game was highlighted by many 
performance stastics. Although the 
running game was shut down, Foy 
White, in his first 1984 start, compl~ted 
20 of 39 pass attempts and was not 
sacked once. That is a stastic that the 
offensive line, anchored by senior 
center Mike Nesselt, took pride in. 

The Deacon defense which had been 
allowing only 232 yards per game in 
total offense, gave up 484 yards to the 
Terps. Yet, the defense held the 
Terrapins to only three of nine third 
down conversions. 

Outstanding individual performances 
were seen in Reggie McCummings and 
Bruce Mar·k. McCummings was in on 20 
tackles, including 10 unassisted tackles,. 
four of them for losses. 

Another bright point for the Deacons 
was Doug Illing's 47 yard fieldgoal. It 

was the longest by a Wake Forest 
player since 1978 when Steve Schonert 
kicked a 51 yard field goal against the 
University of South Carolina. 

With an open week last ::iaturday, the 
University of Richmond should be a 
viable opponent. In their previous four 
games, the Spiders have amassed a 
total of 114 points, an average of 28.5 
points per game. 

Doug II ling kicked a 47 yard field goal last week, one of the longst in WFU history. Abo~:e I !ling appr10acJies the all held by Harry 
Newsome. 

The Spiders have two talented 
players on offense that must be stopped 
if the Deacons want to win. They are 
wide receiver Leland Melvin and 
tailback Greg Grooms. In Richmond's 
opening win against James Madison 
University, Melvin caught ten passes 
for 208 yards and Grooms has run for 
165 and 104 yards against Maine and 
Virginia Tech respectively. Sophomore 
quarte,~:back Bob Bleir will lead the 
Spider offense. 

As far as the defense is concerned, 
there are a handful! of names that stand 
out. Leading the linebacking ·core are 
Rafe Wilkinson and Mike Bellimimo, as 
well as inside linebacker Troy Gray, 
who returns as the Spiders' leading 
tackler. The defensive line is led by 
senior tacle Steve Lesta and the 
defensive secondary features returning 
cornerbacks Gary O'Bryant and Billy 

Starke. 
In looking at last year's game, both 

Richmond and Wake Forest compiled 
over 300 yards in total offense. 
However, the Spiders were hurt by 
mistakes. They turned the ball over five 
times, including key interceptions by 
Donald Johnson and Ronnie Burgess. 

If the Spiders can cut their mistakes 
and control the ball, this game could 
prove to be a highly competitive game 
for the DeacoiiS. The game also has 
importance ~Wake Forest who needs 
to have a good showing before they face 
ACC rivals North Carolina and 
Virginia. 

Team 
Maryland 
Wake Forest 
Duke 
Georgia Tech 
North Carolina 
Virginia 
N.C. State 
X-Clemson 

ACC Football Standings 
CONFERENCE GAMES ALL GAMES 

W L W Pet. Pts. Opp. 
1 0 2 .500 78 80 
1 1 2 .500 78 ~ 

0 0 1 .333 40 58 
0 0 3 1.000 92 30 
0 0 1 .33 73 102 
0 0 3 .750 82 94 
0 1 2 .500 119 86 

2 .500 139 61. 

<X-Not Eligible For Championship 

Men's Tennis Southern Collegiate ~ ;.J. . . •L, 
.. ,,,.Q\'!l~~~"::;;-::-;~~~~- "C''~i'"I~~mn~1 et · uoosts t .. ~ : .. ,, . 

·eam ,, S t··- .. ·.,.,. po r ,.,"' ... l '--·"~ 

Football at Richmond, 1:30 p.m. 
Sun., Oct. 7 

Mon., Oct. 8 

Wed., Oct.lO 

Thurs., Oct. 11 

Men's Tennis 
Soccer 

Field Hockey 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 

Soccer 
Cross Country 

ACC football 

Southern Collegiate 
Clemson, 2 p.m. 
<Polo Fieldl 
at Pfeiffer, 4 p.m. 
at UNC Greensboro 
Guilford, 7:30p.m. 
<Reynolds Gym) 
at UNC-Charlotte, 5 p.m. 

· State Intercollegiate 
<Raleigh) 

Tech leads stats 
In its five seasons since affiliating 

with the Atlantic Coast Conference, 
Georgia Tech's football team has not 
been a serious contender for any of the 
major team statistical titles, but so far 
this fall all of that has changed. 

As Coach Bill CUrry said after 
Saturday's win over Clemson, the third 
in a row for the Jackets, "I think it's 
clear we're a little different team than 
we have been in the past." 

The Jackets did lead the ACC in pass 
defense during the 1980 campaign and 
were second in the same category in 
1982, but that's the best they have done. 
To date this season they are ranked in 
the first division in all eight of the 
major team departments, and occupy 
the top spot in five. In fact, they rank 
among the top eight nationally in total 
offense, total defense and scoring 
defense. 

Just one year ago, Tech finished dead 
last in total, .passing and scoring 
offense, but at the present stage they 
lead in both total and rushing, and are 
second in scoring and after three games 
this fall is averaging 452 yards per 
outing with North Carolina second at 
412.3. Clemson at 401.2 has the third 
best figure. 

The Tech rushing attack is averaging 
276.3 yards per game with N.C. State 
next at 231.5. In scoring where Clemson 
leads with an average of 34.7 points per 
contest, Tech is second at 30.7. It's 
previous best over the past five years 
was a 21.7 average L'll982. 

On the defensive side of the ledger, 
the Jackets are equally as impressive 
as they lead in total, rushing and 
scoring and are third in pass defense. 
the scoring defense figure of 30 points 
for an average of just 10 per game is the 
nation's sixth best. 

In addition to leading in scoring 
ofiense, Clemson is also the leader in 

pass defense while Maryland is on top 
in pass offense. 

Georgia Tech also leads in the 
important turnover ratio category with 
a plus eight figure. In its three outings it 
has lost only one fumble and had one 
pass intercepted while gaining 10 
turnovers from the opponents. 

Wake Forest's Michael Ramseur, 
suffering with a hip pointer, was 
limited to just 44 rushing yards by 
Maryland last week, the first game this 
fall he has failed to account for over 100 
yards, but held onto his lead in the 
individual rushing race with a 118.3 
average while North Carolina Ethan 
Horton stayed in third place at 106.7. 
N.C. State's Vince Evans, who came up 
with 201 yards in the win over East 
Carolina, climbed into fourth place at 
92.2. 

North Carolina quarterback Kevin 
Anthony holds a narrow lead over 
Clemson's Mike Eppley in total offense. 
Anthony is averaging 177.3 yards per 
game to Eppley's 175.2. John Dewberry 
of Georgia Tech continues to lead in 
passing effeciency with 145.3 rating 
points to Epply's 142.2. 

Georgia Tech also has both the 
scoring and field goal leader in kicking 
specialist David Bell. Bell has 
accounted for 30 points, an average of 
10 per game, and is averaging 2.33 field 
goals per contest to 2.25 for N.C. State's 
Mike Cofer. Cofer has kicked three field 
goals in three of the Pack's four games. 

The pass receiving race is close with 
Greg Hill of Maryland leading with 15 
catches while James Brim of Wake 
Forest, Jon Muha of Virginia and Jeff 
Brown of N.C. State all have 14 each. 

Dale Hatcher of Clemson is the 
punting leader with a 44.6 average on 18 
kicks. 

Henry Riggs-Miller 

By TIM GERBER 
Slofr \Vrilrr 

Wake Forest soccer forward Henry 
Riggs-Miller has seen a lot of changes 
in the past two years. In the fall of 1982 
he was playing soccer for the number 

one ranked team in the college ranks 
and attending classes at the largest 
university in the Midwest, Indiana 
University. Today, Miller is one of the 
keys to the Deacon attack. 

Miller made the decision to transfer 
in 1982 during his spring semester at 
Indiana, after playing on the national 
championship that defeated Duke in his 
hometown of Ft. Lauderdale Florida. 

"I had quite a few reasons for 
leaving. The weather, the size of the 
school, and the emphasis put on soccer 
were not suited to my tastes. If I had 
wanted to be a professional soccer 
player, I would have remained at 
Indiana," Miller said. "But I have other 
interests and Wake Forest suits these 
interests better." 

Miller was a prep star at Pine Crest 
High School in Ft. Lauderdale in two 
sports, soccer and football. Upon 
graduation, Miller was offered 
scholarships in both soccer at Indiana 
University and football at the 
University of Richmond. Miller chose 

Indiana because he really wanted to 
play soccer. In fact, had Miller 
returned for his sophomore year 
Indiana was going to give him the 
opportunity to do both. 

Miller was contacted by Wake Forest 
after he decided to transfer and head 
coach George Kennedy had received an 
interest letter from him. 

"Henry has fit into our program 
better than we expec~. He has 
superior quickness with the ball and 
great ability with the ball," Kennedy 
said. 

Miller leads the team in scoring with 
six goals along with Sophomore Flip 
Kenyon. Recently, he scored all three 
goals in a victory over highly regarded 
Temple University. 

Miller has never regretted the move. 
"I am a lot happier here then I was at 
Indiana. I feel a little more free here 
because soccer does not take up as 
much of your time, although the 
competition is just as good." he said. 

Harriers finish seventh 
By TAD DIBIASE 

Slall Wriler 

Both the mens and the womens cross
country teams finished seventh in the 
recent Invitational. For the women it 
was a very pleasing performance in the 
words of Lady Deacon Francine 
Goodridge. Unfortunately the men 
"were embarrassed, both as a team 
and as individuals" said men's mentor 
John Goodridge. 

The women were lead by senior 
Lorrie Butterfield who came in 23rd 
overall in a time of 17:53, which may be 
the best time by a female Deacon over 
5K. Second for the team and 31st overall 
was freshman Kay Gemrich in 18:09. 
Juniors Kim Lanane and Cami Rodgers 
were third and fourth for the team in 
18:48 and 18:56 respectively. 

Rounding out the scoring was 
freshman Hunter Sandifer, who in her 
first collegiate race, come in 6th with a 
time of 19:48. Also running were junior 
Laura Davis, 20:44 and sophomore 
Maria Merritt, 21:04. The team beat 
ACC rivals Duke, who beat them two 
weeks ago, and Georgia Tech. 
Goodridge said the team "is making 
good progress and they still don't 
realize how good they can become." 

N.C. State won the meet (51 points) 
while Wake had 195. Joan Nesbit 

\ 
\ 

\:,;: 
Lorrie Butterfield 

Wake Forest ineligble transfer Jennifer 
Rioux ran an excellent race to finish 5th 
overall in 16:45. 

On the men's side, the Deacons were 
once again lead by sophomore Mike 
Palmer, who carne in 16th overall, in 
one of the top cross-<!ountry fields 
assembled this year. Palmer ran in a 
time of 24:28 to finish one minute 
behind winner Ed Eystone of Brigham 
Young University, who set a course 
record of 23:29 for the five mile course. 

Second for the Deacons was junior 
Ron Rick, who was 32nd overall, in 
24:58. Classmate Lane Wurster ran a 
fine race coming off an injury to finish· 
35th in a time of 25:04 while close 
behind was sophomore Chris Ingalls in 
37th (25 :06). 

In his first college race, freshman 
Dan Godin came in 59th and had a time 
of 25:32 to close the scoring for the 
Deacons. Also running well for Wake 
l<,orest was newly named captain 
Robby Raisbeck (25:34) and freshman 
Randy Benson (26:39). 

Coach John Goodridge was not too 
pleased with the overall finish but still 
has a great deal of confidence in the . 
team. 

ACC rivals did well in the meet as 
Clemson won il with 60 points while 
Virginia tied for second with BYU with 
63 points. Clemson is ranked fourth in 
the nation while Virginia is tenth. 
Carolina and Georgia Tech also· 
bettered Wake Forest's total of 167 
points. 

"This was not the ACC meet as N.C. 
State and Maryland weren't there. This 
meet shows that we still have a lot of 
work to do to be able to finish well in 
such a competitive conference," 
Goodridge stressed. 

Please turn to page 11. 
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Netters suffer 
from Pack attack 

By FRANK LANCASTER . 
· Staff Writer 

Thomas, who served for four straight 
· · points. State_ finally ·managed to score 

again', a11d later managed the 
, 1; The Wake Fore8t Lady Deacons . necessary two point lead for victory. 
l · , vollyball team fell to 6-3 on the season .. · Wake Forest stayed close early in the 
' i as pel'enliial conference power North f. thiniand imai game and trailed only 6-5 
· •· Carolina State defeated them in ~ · - before the WoUpack scored seven 
' : games: 15-4, 16-14 and 15--6. ·. r straight pointS and went on t~;~ win 15-6. 

:. The first game started before a fairly · Head coach Fred Wendelboe was 
; .. ·smail bUt enthusiastic crowed, and ;was disappointed that his team did not start 
:'knotted early at 2·2. However,· the better, but noted that they improved 
;·;woifpa~'s 6-1 sophomore Stephanie· With every game. He at1so conceded that 
:··Taylor . broke the tie by serving her North Caro1ina State is "a bigger school 
• team to ten straight points on their way . than us 8lld 'it' I? difficult for us to 
'to a 15-4 win. . · . 1 compete sometimes. We have to be at 

;: :,~e Deacons jumped out to a 3.0 iead the top of oor game all the time to win." 
:':.f#.:,the S!'!COnd game, but after along The team is looking forward to its next · 
i:?fu~ battle found themselves trailing gam_e, against Clemson, on October 4 at 
~~i4tlo. With the Wolfpack dang~usly 4:30. . 
i'cl6Se to the. fifteen. point standard, ·.Before .the 88ffie, Stephanie Rhame 
~Wake Forest was led in an eiciting was pel&ented with an award for being 
-'(!bmebaCk attempt by fresmniin Pam academic aU-conference last season. .,.; .. ~~~ ~. • J·: 

sixth 
SlaR Writer 

eptiimil;tic. "OlU' Qffense is ready to put 
' ·. jt all togetller. especially our younger 
. ;;-:players _w!JO are hungry and want to 

. · The Wake Forest soccer "fa;,,.,;:. : :contribute:•· 
recently raised its ranking ; ·~:- The Deacoli_Squad has had its share 
to sixth after a week of· · of injuries this season. Freshman 

. -·included l!onvincing wins over stopper Greg Ni~olson has been out of 
· (4-0) and Vanderbilt 2-0). · action for the past five games with a 

_, ... ,_,.,...... 

e' ,' ':v/''~ .... ~~·. 
•'. '·. ·:' ~ . 
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Deacons adapt 

to new progt~fi1 
:.> ••• 

By. JOHN MARTON 
SUifWrlter 

The Wake ' Forest baseball team 
closes out its most extensive faD session 
this weekend, with some major 
adji!Stments in the offering for the 85 
spring ,lle880n. For the fU'St time in his 
coaching career, Head Coach Marvin 
Crater finds his batll club lacking an 
ample supply of poWer . hitters. The 
Deacons diminished power, due 
primarily to the loss of Brian Grief and 

· Kevin Bunn to_ graduation, will leave a 
noticeable void in this years offensive 
department. -

'However, Coach .Crater remains 
optimistic and believes his club can 
-oifset this void by playing a different 
brand-of b8seball. A brand of basebatll 
that features solid defense, good _ 
pitching, and timely hitting. And 
according to Crater; the ~>~!aeons have 
shown marked improvement in these 
departments. 

Leadership was one .of the· major 
reasons for last years disappointing 
season. Howeyer, accordiiJg the Crater, 
this years seniors have shown great 

r, '1 } 

Anclther strength WiD &~ yeats 
pitching staff. Led by Jeff Mnick, 
soph()more Erik Hanson, and four othi!r 
returning juniors, this. years staff has 
the seasoning needed to develop into 
orie of Wake Forest's major strengtl!J>. 
Ac~:ording to Crater the staff wiD have 
to perform consistently in order for the 
Dea~ns towinintheACC; "Wehaveio 
win the one run 'games this year. We 
have the pitching and defensive abiliiy 
this :year. Timely hitting wiU.be_tltekey, 
because I don't think. we wm 
&CCUJnulate more than 20 ~OrnE! r;uns as 
a team 

ThU years Deacon attack will tie 
bolstered by two · talented ·freshman, 
who have shown great all--around 
abilit:Y tbis fall. Hickory's Wade Perry 
and McLean, VA's John Morabito have 
caugbt the coaChes. eyes. "John an,d 
Wade have shown· great'11lthi.~bilif.y 
this :fall. Both can· play~ 'multiple 
positicns." said Crater;:>Tbisnis· a· key 
atlribllle because the DeacOns-1-again 
will hav~ very little depth. · ,, • .. • 

· Unfortuantely, the booters lost a close calf injury and _other players on the 
contest to Memphis State 2-1 to put a · squad have continued to play despite 
dilmper on an otl}erwise excellent week nagging aihneJits. 
for Deacon soccer. Conseqllelltly, recent games Kennedy 

Siaif phO>IO by• Geotirev Shorter 
Virginia Gelston sets a ball for her fellow teammates in Wednesday's match aga.inst 
N.C. State. The Lady _Deacons lost in three matches 15-4, 16·4 and 1_5·6. · 

· . .ieadershi'p.both on and off the field this 
fall; '~Otir seniors have taken it upon 
tl\emselveti _to lead this clu_b by setting . 
terrific standards on the field and in the 
classroom. OUr younger ballplayers 
will benefit greatly from our increased 
leadership,'.' Crater said. 

This year's September exhibition 
seasor::~ has taken on a special-meaning. 
The players now. knoYi :~m~; what 
coaches want and- . ex~t~ ... Jilid this 
years expectations revert back to the 
fundamentals of "baseball:. ''rhe 
Diamond De_acs willllave to master the 
fundamental in order· to· regain ·their 
luster. which was deeply tarnished by 
last y~·s poor performance.· 

Soccer Club opens new season Harriers·: 
The Deacons record now stands at · has had to rely on the depth of his 

· 8·1-1 and coach George Kennedy bench. The Deacons will need aU the 
· believes a good second half ~:ould give help they can get in ensuing contests. 

Wake Forest soccer it's first post- Sunday, the Deacons return to play 
season bid ever. "The showing ·we Clemson, w1lo is nationatlly ranked in 

·., .... 

make in our next ten games will the top twenty. Last year's Wake 
By MARK LATTI · 

Starr Writer 
determine if we deserve a playoff bid or Forest-clemson contest went into 

· not. In other words the teams destiny is overtime before Clemson pulled out a 
in our hands, make that our feet," 1--o victory. "1'heir midfreld line is 

f 

Kennedy said. . outstanding and ~e~ defe~e includes 
· The Deacons quest for a bid will not the ACC pla:yer of' the year last year," 

The women's soccer club opens its 
season against the defending women's 
intramural champs when t~e season 
starts on Oct. 22. 

be an easy one. Of the Deacons next Kennedy said. 
eleven opponents, ten of them are Ensuing weeks will see contests 
either in front or directly behind the against Duke and N.C. State. The 
Deacon's in the rankings. Kennedy, challenge is clearly there for the Wake 

Tl!is year's team is coached by new 
head coach David Baker. Baker played 
in high school at nearby South Stokes . 
This is his f~t year coaching at Wake 
Fqrest. 

however, believes he has reasons to be Forest soccer team. 

ACC SOCCER STANQINGS 
Conference Matches Overall 

Team WL GF GA WLT 
Virginia 3 0 13 3 8 2 

GF 
0 42 

GA 
8 

Although no games have been played, 
the team has been practicing for three 
weeks, and according to Baker they are 
beginning to jell into a fine team. Only 
three players are gone from last year 
and twenty of the fQrty players who 
hav:e signed up to play, also played last 

N.C. State 1 0 1 0 7 0 1 31 3 
Duke 1 0 2 0 8 '2 1 23 6 
Clemson 1 1 2 3 6 3 0 33 12 
Wake Forest-. ~r~~ ill 2 
Maryland ~'l!' ,.,;. ' '"""'0•'2 '1 9 
North Carolina 0 2 3 5 

8 2 1 
3 2 1 
3 5 0 

28 '· 
10 
23 

8 
11 
19 

year. _ 
After the intramural seas&n the team_. 

will play archrival Salem, which 'lia:{ ' 
traditionally been a hard fought game. 

RING DAY 
College Class Ring Rep. will be at the 

Deacon Shop 
Wednesday and Thursday 

Oct. 10 & 11 
Hours: 1 Oam-2pm 

$15 Deposit 
~·on the Can1pus·· 

Owned and Operated by WFU 
for convenience of students and faculty 

513 30TH STREET 
WINSTON .. SALEM, N.C. 

Tuesday Nite: 
Long Neck Bottle Special 
50¢ til 10:00 

75¢ till 11:00 

We will be open 
immediately IOII01llll 

Wake • Carolina game .. 

Weare 
currently 

remodeling 
for your 

coavenieoc:e 

CoBle 
Celebrate 
With Us! 

Wednesday: 
ladies Night 

Free Draft for Ladies 
til 10:00 

Although they do not have a heavy fatll they must supply their own equipment. 
schedule, the team plays many games At (JrSt the team had no practice 
in the spring as part of the North fields. However,· with the aid of Dr. 
Camlina Women's Soccer League. Lane and the rugby team, t}ley got the 
They will compete against team from field by the baseball field. Even though 
UND-Wilimington, Duke, Salem, East · they have a field; there are no goal 
Carolina and Guilford. posts and the ex~:essive practicing has 

Although the team is missing worn out the grass. 
standout Fran Cook, who is in London The team practi~:es every Monday, 
this semester. There is an outstanding Tuesday, Wednesday- and Friday for 
core of young players. Susie Lovett, about an hour and a half. "Since _we are 
Laura Novatny, Taylor Neill,. Kim · · a club team, our goal is to enjoy 
BarettandKathyGettlyshouldhelpthe ourselves as well as to play 
team in the upcoming years. competitively," Baker said. 

The women's soccer team is a club The team is always looking for 
teain which does not get the, financial . additional players and fans according 
support that the varsity teams do. The to Baker. ''The girls seem to enjoy 
only moneY. they have is that from the meeting other girls,. getting exercise 
$10 p_layer dues. There la~:k of financial and getting. away fl'OIJl their studies; 
!;IJD!oort from the univ.ersjty . that it's a ~t ". JJe. said. 

Contiuued rrimi page io,. · 

The team has also been hurt by 
injuries to sophomore s~ve · Kai-talia 
and Booby Shillinger. kartalia is· a solid 
top thrEe runner and last year 'was one 
of the top juniors in the country. 
Shillinger placed eighth in the .Junior 
Nationals in the lOK and is a top seven 
cross--<:llluntry ruimer. ,. · · · -

Both the mens and the womens 
teams' next meet is the State mee~ on 
Thursday October 11th. With healthy 
runners and good performr.nces from 
top to llottom the men-are ·a definite 
threat to take the team title after 
fiiushinJ a«ond the last three years. 
The wo111en came in third last year but 
it will be tough to get higher as national 
powers Carolina and NC State are 
ahead of lbem. 

Don't wait in slow lines 
r······F--ree. ····::.:::··1 for fast food. 
1 of Coca-Cola with the 1 Coca Cola• purchase of a two- I 

• item, 16" pizza 1 One coupon per pizza. 1 

Fast, F...., Dollvery" 
Good at listed 
locations. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' . I 

----------------~-----J 
$2.00 off any 16" 
2-ltem or more pizza. 
One coupon per pizza. 

Fnt, FI'H Dollvety'" 
Good at lqcatlona 
I fat eeL 

Domino's Pizza welcomes 
you back to campus. For 
over 20 years wrive been 
delivering hot, tasty pizzas 

·to hungry students across 
America. 

The best part (besides 
the plual) Is that you 
don't have to wait ln line. 

So why walt? Call us 
with your order and relax. 
Dam!no'a Pizza Delivers': --- ------
OJien for lunch 
11 am -1 am Sun.· Thurs. 
11am -2am Frl & Sat 
4665-C 
BrC>Wnsboro Road 
Phone: 725-2011 
12s s. Stratiora Rd. 
Ph<lne: 722·9911 
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Wake Forest hosts 
triad area Job Fair 

By ERIC HUNSLEY 
Sta£1 Writer 

Early next month, students from 
Wake Forest and other colleges and 
universities in the area will have the 
chance to take a look at job 
opportunities for their future. 

On Nov. 7 and 8, students from Wake 
Forest, High Point College, Greensboro 
College, Winston-Salem State 
University, Guilford College, Salem 
College, Elon College and Davids~n 
College will gather at Wake Forest s 
Athletic Center to participate in the 
area's first Job Fair. 

Director for career planning and 
placement Rick Heatley said the Job 
Fair would include workshops 
concerning vari!IUS aspects of 
employment, as well as representatives 
from over 50 businesses who will be 
available for questions and informal 
interviews. "We're pleased with the 
way it's going," Heatley said. 

As part of their registration folders, 
seniors were allowed the opportunity to 
sign up for formal interviews with some 
of the businesses represented at the Job 
Fair. Heatley said about 125 seniors 
were· pre-scheduled for these 
interviews. 

UpJohn, Metropolitan Insurance, 
Wachovia and NCNB. 

The second schedule involves only the 
first day. Businesses involved in this 
routine will hold information sessions in 
the morning and then possibly continue 
throughou~ the afternoon as well. If a 
company chooses not to continue with 
information sessions in the afternoon, it 
may set up informal interviews for that 
afternoon, based on students who 
visited that morning. 

Some companies included in · this 
second routine are Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, Internal Revenue 
Service, WXII-TV, the City of Winston
Salem, Lilly Company and First Home 
Federal. 

Organization began on the Job Fair 
over a year ago with the director and 
assistant director of Salem College's 
Lifespan Center. Director Judy 
Aanstad and assistant director Roger 
Pearman observed a successful fair in 
Minnesota and agree that it was a good 
idea for the schools in the triad area. 
They met with representatives from the 
seven other area schools and work got 
underway for the Job Fair. 

Wake Forest was chosen as the 

Dr. RichardT. Meyers was honored 
recent! y as an endowed professorship 
and chair in surgery were established 
in his name at the Bowman Gray School 
of medicine. 

,•·' 

Myers honored by trustees 
All endowed profes,Sors~P and cbair.in surgery has been staff and 105 s~pport personnel. The department b8s trained 

· establisbed at tbe Bowman.Gray School Of Medicine and has 543 silrgeorui. ·· . 1 . been named in honor of the department chairman. The departmeni has kept pace with technologlca 
Creation of the RichardT. Myers faculty professor and chair advancements over the past 16 years. It has deyeloped ~n 

in surgery by the Board of Trustees of Wake Forest University active organ transp~t program and has become a leader m 
was announced by Dr. Richard Janeway, vice president for the field of joint replacements, including the development of. 
health affairs and dean. an artificial shoulder joint that now is t!Sed widely. '- ·. ,., . 

Contributions from the faculty of the department of surgery Moreover, open hf:a~ surgetY matured during ~. penod 
provided endowment for the chair. and medical center s~eons now perform more than,?IJO open-

Janeway said the prof~rship recognizes Dr. Myers' role heart procedures a Y!l81"· ... cal 
in the growth and development of the medical center and his Because of a surgii:ial. procedure developed by a· medi 
many contributions to the center's achievement of excellence. center urologist for the 1-einoval of large kidney stonl)S a~ the 
The title "Faculty Professor" also recognizes the important effective repair of tm; kidney, the center a~tracts ·~tien~ 
role of the faculty in the creation of t..!Je chair. from around the world_ The center also IS a l~der m 
.Myers, who has been chairman of surgery to~ the past 16 percutaneous (through the skin) method!! of ~dney ,sto~e 

years, will hold the named professorship as long as he heads removal and is scheduled to become the first medical ~nter m 
the department. His successor will then be known as the · the state to install a newly-developed litho.triptor. The 
Richard T. Myers professor and chair in surgery. litbotriptor uses shock· waves outside the body to brea\t up 

Myers, whohasbeenamemberoftheBowmanGrayfaculty stones. . . _ , 
for 34 years, actually began his association .with the medical Patients at the medical center also benef1t; .from 
center in 1945, following discharge from military service. microsurgery techniques, including laser surgery, "used by tbe 

He worlted for a year in research at the medical school department. : . · 
before beginning residency training in surgery at Baptist Under Myers' leadership the department has developed an 
Hospital. .. emergency department that bas earned the. medical~~ tbe 

Earlier he had taken residency training in medicine at the designation as one of tm- level-one trauma cen~J;S U1 the 
hospital of the University of Pennsylvania after receiving the state. It also has a,burn dill care for patients wi~ tbilttype 
B. A. degree from the University of North Carolina and the of trauma. · · · · 
M.D. degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Surgeons in the de~nt also have developed a: &pinal 

Myers was appointed to the Bowman Gray faculty in 1950- In cord center, a center fot4l!lldocrine surgery, and a labOratiJry 
1968 he became only the second chairman the department of for the study of dizzinesS:' ·' 
surgery has had in its 43-year history. He. succeeded Dr. Myers, a past president of the North. Caro~ S~cal 
Howard H. Bradshaw, who had been chairman 'l7 years. Association and the Forsyth County Medical Soci~ty; IS the 

. Under Myers' leadership the department has eiipanaea to 45 · · recipient of the· Silver :rtfedallion o( the American College of 
full-time ·faculty members in nine surgical sections. ·In Surgeons:· ' ·:' . ~-· '· · · · 
addition, the departmenthas76part-timefacultymembers,86 He also is a mem~r 'Of the Medical Center Board of 
residents and fellows in training, 30 members of the technical l)ii'ectors. . 

Heatley predicted that seniors could 
benefit from the fair in many ways. The 
Job Fair allows seniors to broaden their 
field of recruiting companies, gather 
information about companies they may 
have only thought about, get experience 
in an interview situation and 
communicate with other college seniors 
also in the same phase of job 
placement. 

· location of the first fair because it is the 
largest of the schools involved and can 
attract many area businesses to 
participate. 

"Wake Forest, which has a good 
strong base of 150 recruiters who come 
to campus regularly each year anyway, 
has never sensed a heavy need for a job 
fair." Heatley said, "but has now 
thought that we would join with our 
sister institutions in this effort to add 
some dimension and prospects to the 
ones that already exist. 

Center offers counseling seminars 
It was stressed by Heatley that the 

Job Fair will be open to all students of 
Wake Forest, not just seniors. 
Underclassmen may attend the Job 
Fair to gather job information, as well 
as to get insights for ·special 
opportunities, such as future leads into 
a company, summer job opportunities 
and internships. 

There will be two schedules followed 
during the two-day fair. As part of the 
first schedule, certain business 
recruiters will hold information
gathering sessions in the Athletic 
Center during the morning of the first 
day. Seniors pre-scheduled for formal 
interviews will have those on the 
afternoon of the first day and all of the 
second day. 

Businesses involved in this first 
routine include: IBM, Union Carbide, 

"In subsequent years, the Job Fair 
will rotate around to the different 
schools who participate." 

Pearman also said job fair 
responsibilities will move from campus 
to campus, and expressed a desire for 
Salem to host the fair next year. 
Pearman said planning will start in 
December for next year's fair. "We're 
pretty excited about it and hope it adds 
employment oportunities for the 
students," Pearman said. 

.. ~ "I encourage all of the students 
to come and see what it's about," 
Heatley added. "U the Job Fair works 
as we project that it will, then 
underclass students will see that every 
year we might be doing this same sort 
of thing again either on this campus or 
one of the sister institutions' 
campuses." 

By SAM EDWARDS 
Staff Writer 

The Wake Forest Counseling Center 
is offering two new four week seminars 
addressing the academic and career 
concerns of Wake Forest students. 

"Career Planning" is directed by 
Johnne Armentrout, coordinator of 
psychological education, and "Study 
Skills" is instructed by director of 
psychological services Dr. Brian 
Austin. Both programs are being held 
at the University Counseling Center at 
the lower east side of Reynolda Hall. 

"Career Planning" has met twice, 
and will meet again Oct. 8 at 4 p.m_ and 
Oct. 25 at 11 a.m. This particular series 
is designed to help students understand 
and appreciate the need to assess their 
own interests, skills, values and 
pers()nality needs before beginning 
their- post - graduation job hunt. 

Armentrout said each session is self
contained; a student can come in now 

and participate without fear of 
interrupting the program or missing 
important, singular information. 

Activities in the program include 
intenst and personal inventories 
completed by students to determine 
strengths. weaknesses and desires. 
Much of the session revolves around the 
group's interaction, where the students 
collectively question and discuss what 
they may want to do, either upon 
graduation or later in life_ 

Similar programs have been offered 
before, but in a dormitory setting, 
without ~ncentrated attention on a 
student's particular needs. "We've 
always had a list of seminars for the 
R.A- 's to be a need for an informal 
setting,'' Armentrout said_ 

Depending upon the response for 
"Career Planning," Armentrout hopes 
to expand the program, possibly 
making it longer and giving increased 
personal attention. 

"Study Skills" began Tuesday, Sept. 
25, with the topic, "Time Management 
and Priority Setting." The series will 
continue throughout the semester every 
Tuesday at 11 a.m. Topics covered 
include "Note-taking Techniques," 
"Reading Text-books for Optimal 
Retention" and "Preparing for 
Examinations"; all themes any student 
would concede to have mild importance 
in. , 

"The 'Study Skills' seminar is for 
students who need information on how 
to manage their time," Austin said. 
""Seldom do we learn as optimally as 
we're capable." 

Among students' problems cited by 
Austin were a lack of note-taking 
efficiency and poor retention from 
lectures and reading textbooks- The 
biggest problem though and the mi)St 
common hinderance preventing 
students from making good grades is 
poor time management 

Austin maintains that students taking 

an 18 credit semester course load 
should be able to accomplish their class 
work and necessary studying in daily 
eight hour efforts. . 

"If students knew more about 
learning a style and strategy when 
working, they could cut their study time 
in half. Students look at me in disbelief 
when I tell them that they can condense 
'A' work into nine or eight hour days -
including time spent in class," Austin 
said. "All it takes is some fine tuning to 
get you down to an eight hour 
workday." 

Austin hopes these study seminars 
· will help students manage their 
studying efficiently while relieving 
"Thanksgiving burnout," a malady 
affecting students at Thanksgiving 
break from having labored through too 
many 12 hour days spent on their class 
and homework. 

Both Armentrout and Austin agree 
that the CoullSeling Center's programs 
are hindered by a lack of publicity. 

DOR PROVE ENTS 
These goodies might make your 

''Home away from Home'' 
a little more tolerable ... 

How about More Music 
... -The Aiwa AD-WX·IIOU will duplicate a 90 minute 

cassette in just 23 minutes 

The Outperfonner 
Sale 
Price 

Better Music 
A Stereo system is like the proverbial chain in which 
we can't tolerate a weak link, so replace that worn out 
cartridge with a new Signet HT-10 

Signet® Sale 
Price '3495 

as r z sur 

Raleigh 
7105 Glenwood Avenue 

(Nelli to Circuit City) 
782-4111 

Winston-Salem 
3443 Roblnhodd Rd. 

(Across from Pizza Hut) 
766-0150 

or Louder Music 
Bigger amplifiers not only produce "Bigger Sound," 
but a quality sound and that's just what the Yamaha 
A-500 Intergrated Amp does ... 

70 watts per channel Sale 
Price 829900 

Last Resort Mobile Music '. 

When the burden becomes to great drive home to 
Mom, but not without a new Kenwood KRC-2000 · · 
with auto reverse, Dolby, separate bass and treble, 
digital funing 12 preset channels, power fader, and 
we'll install it! 

Sale 
Price 

Kenwood 

825900 

Chapel Hill 
175 E. Franklin 51. 

(Above Four Comers) 
942-1546 

Greensboro 
2705 High Polnt Rood 
(Next ta McDonold"s) 

292·7«>0 
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